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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to explore the
parenting experiences of fathers who parent 11 young
child affected by Down Syndrome. There has been
relatively little exploration of the paternal ey.perlence
in parenting and particularly il\ parenting II chlld with
a disability.
The aims of this study were i) to descrlbe how
fathers of children with Down Syndrollle describe thelr
involvelllent with their chlld, ti) to identify criticl11
events which have altered the fathers' experiences, nnd
iii) to identify nursing strategies which ....ere perceived
by the father as beneficial in helping the fathers and
their families.
The research was exploratory using qual1tative
data. A semi-structured interview guide was used to
obtain tape recorded intervie .... s with twelve fathers who
had children in Lhe age range of two to twelve years
affected with Down Syndrome.
Data .... ere then transcribed and coded Into
meaningful broad categories which captured Important
aspects of the fathers' experiences and critIcal evcnt-s
relating to these experiences. These catetorics were
then clustered .... ithin three thel"atic categories entitl"d
Paternal Roles, Paternal Tasks and SkillS,and Processes
Related to Parent-ing. Therapeutic nursing interventions
it
!lugge!lted by the data were identified.
Reco.lIlendation!l which arise fro. the findings of
thls study have significance for nurSIS practicing in
the field of child and fallllly nursing.
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Chapter 1
Although the importance of the paternal role in
child development has gained greater recognition in the
past t .... o decades (Klaus & Kennell, 1982; Lamb, 1977),
there is relatively little research related to the
paternal experience of parenting a child affected by a
disability. Research to explore parenting of children
.... ith or .... ithout disabilities has primarily dealt .... ith
maternal experiences, flolling either to address paternal
experiences, or, if they are addressed, to differentiate
fathers' experiences from those of mothers (Damrusch &
Perry, 1989; Johnson, 1986; Lamb, 1976). In light of the
JIIany differences in the experiences of men and ....omen in
other spheres of life (Smith, 1990), there is a
possibill.ty that JIIothers and fathers may have .... idely
differing experiences in parenting a child, especially a
disabled child.
Do ....n Syndrome is a condition ....hich occurs .... ith
relative frequency and is characterized by dt>finite
physical attributes (Berhman & Vaughan, 1987; Lane &
Stratford, 1985). Fathers ....ho have children ....ho are
affected by Do .... n Syndrome may have unique expe~'lcnces
due to the relative ease .... ith ....hich the condition is
recognized and the many potentially serious effects upon
the child's health and development. In order to meet the
health needs of these fathers and their families,
knowledge of fathers' experiences is relevlInt to nurses
providing family-centered nursing care to fAmilies in
IIhich ~here is a child with Down Syndrome. Before
effective nursing interventions can be developed lie neC'<I
to have a greater understanding of the fathers'
experiences and their perceived needs. The purpose t)f
this study lias to explore the parenting experiences or
fathers who have young children affected by Down
Syndrome. The specific aims of the study wp.re i) to
describe how fathers of children with Down Syndrome
describe their involvement with their child, Ii) to
identify critical events which have altered the f.,thers'
experiences, and iil) to identify nursing strategie5
which were perceived by the father as beneficial In
helping the fathers and their families. The questions
for the research were: 1) what is the fEther's
experienee '.n parenting a young chi.ld who has Down
Syndrome, 2\ what are the family's nursing needs In
relation to this experience, as described by the fllther,
and 3) how do fathers view the role of nurses in llIe<'tlng
these needs?
Down Syndrome
The congenital syndrome of Down Syndrome is also
referred to as "Down's Syndrollle" and "Trisomy 21". The
overall incidence of Down Syndrolle is approxi.ately 1
case in 600-800 live births (!lehrlllan & Vaughan. 1987).
The rate of occurrence of Down Syndrome riaea with each
ye •• r of lIatern81 8ge, (rOIll approxillately 1 caae in 1925
births at age 20 to 1 case in 12 births at age 49. The
recurrence risk to chrOIiOSOlially normal parents who have
prevIously <;onceIved a chitd with Down Syndrome is
thought to be about 1\ above the usual ago-related risk
for tho generDl population.
In about 95\ of diagnosed callOS, Ii chromosome
analysIs yields a "regular trisoll.y" where t.7 chromOSOlll8s
with an extra chrollosolle 21 are found. In approxiMately
1\ of cases a mix of notlaal ce~ Is and those with trisolly
of chromosolle 21 is believed to exist. The rallla!ning 4'
of cases 8re due to tr.nslocatlons; approxl•• tely half
Ilre directly inherited frolll a p8rent carrier (8ehrlll.n &
V8>Jghan. 1987).
Down Syndrolle results in a recognizable phenotype
whIch varies in its expression in individuals.
Characteristics include: mild to severe lIental
retardation; hypotonia; flat occiput; epic8nthic folds;
speckled irides; furrowed tongue; malformed ears; fIst
nasal bridge; dllcraasad acetabu18r 8nd iliac angles;
cryptorchidislII; si"i8n crease; single crease on finger
five; hypoplasia of .iddle phalanx of fifth finger; g8p
between 1st 8nd 2nd toes; high-arched palate;
strabisMus; and a broad, !!hort neck. Congenital heart
defects are found in 50\ of children lIho have Dowil
SyndrOMe (Behrllan 6: Vaughan, 1987; Lane 6: Stratford,
1915). Atlantoaxial instabillty lIay occur in up to 30\
of affectad individuals, and of these 1 to 2\ have
pronounced lIulcle weakness. Male!! who have DOlin Syndrolllc
are believed to be infertile, while felule!! can
reproduce (Pueaehel, 1988).
Early intervention programs de!!igncd to promote
development in early childhood are the main approllch to
developlllelltally delayillf, conditions such as Down
Syndrollle (Dmitriev, 1982). A key element in the
provision of supports for developMent::11y delayed
individuals is a philosophy of -nor.aliz.tion- or the
proMotion of life experiences which are nor.ally
experienced by the non-disabled (Wolfen.berger, 1912).
Rationale for the Study
Since nur••s frequently care for fa.ilies affected by
the occurrence of Down SyndrOMe both in th. hos~ital lind
in tha hOi" .atting. there is a naed for II greater
understanding of the flxperience!! of these flU.iIies. In
clinical encounters with these clients, the needs or the
lIother and child have traditionally received more
'lllphasis than thOle of fathers. While the philosophy of
-falSily-centered care- which eDlrged in the past two
dec.des has been credited with prolloting lIuch &reatcr
inclusion of the faeher by heelth professionals, an
orticle which appeared in 1985 in Canada's Mental Health
cautions: .. health professionals have a strong
tendency to forget the father after the birth and to
confine him to the role of spectator" (de Courv;l.l &
Coulet, 1985, p.9). The authors suggested that concrete
action is required to ensure that fathers' needs are
considllr"d in planning and delivering care. In cases
"'hare a child has a disability, this action may aSllume
even greater importance.
Research related to parenting and parent-child
interaction has focused mainly on the mother. '!.'he volume
of research involving llIaternal subjectr. is large in
comparison to the amount of research whlch has included
paternal subjects. Many comments are found in the
literature regarding this discrepancy and also the
tendency of researchers who do include fathers as
subjects to report maternal and paternal findings
togethel' without comparison (Brhtol & Gallagher, 1986;
Damrosch & Perry, l~lJ~; McConachie, 1986). In a review
of LIe research completed on fatherhood, Boyd (1985)
comments; "In recont years, the father's recognition as
an integral and vital member of the child· rearing team
hitS elaerged, although the amount of research regarding
the father Bnd fathering remains small in comparison
with the subject of mothers· (p. 112).
Considering the omissions .. hich have generally
existed in examining the paternal viewpoint. it is not
that surprising information specifically related to the
experience of fathers who have children affected by Down
Syndrome he-s been largely absent in the literature. Due
to th", scarcity of research in this area, there may be
important facets of their Uves which remain unexplored
or undiscovered. The findings of this study will yield
new information to assist nurs!'.a in providing effective
family nursing care.
Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIE~
This chapter provieles a review of relevant
1 iterature anel research finelings in three areas:
parantal raactions to the child who h8-. 8- disability,
the need3 of parents who hllve a child with a dil:ability,
and parental influance and the developlllentally delayed
child, wIth An elllphasis on those studies which included
fathers.
There are three Illaln limitations of the literature
on the fathers' experiences of parenting a dissbled
child, especially 8- child with Down Syndrollla. Firstly,
great de8-1 of the literature describing the nead3 and
responses of parenta of children with di.abilities i.
based on prof.asional axperienee and opinion, r8-ther
than researeh finelings. Secondly, there ia a relatively
slIlall nuaber of lItudies involvinz paternal aubJeets with
disabled ehildrcn. Thirdly, the literature r.view
yielded few st ....di •• which specifically addreas fathers
who have childrtln affected by Down Syndrollle. Because of
the paucity of rcsclirch on fathtlrs of disabl.d childrtln
and conflat.ion of t.he research findings of mothet::s snd
fathers, thtl literature on parents with disabled
children vas t::evleved, highlighting any rtlatlarch dealing
apecifieally with fathers.
Pauntal Ruction to ,he Child who hI! a pisability
Parental responses to the birth of a child with a
congenital disability in children are frequently linked
in the literatura to the theoretical construct. of i)
crisis intervention and il) predictable grief reactions.
Crisis intervention and grief theories, which Were
originally related to .ituations inVolving daath, were
later modified for applieation to other situations where
a loss occurs, sueh as in the diagnosis of a disability
(Bocian & Kaback, 1978; Drotar,Baskiewlcz,lrvin,Kenncl .so
Klaus, 1975).
It has been hypothesized in the literature that
parents of a child with disabilitiea are vulnerable to
at least two periods of crisis: an initial crisis which
originates in _ourning for the i.agined ·ideal- baby,
and secondary cri•• s as the day-to-day effects of the
disabling condition ara realized (Hori, 1983).
The concept of feelint. grief for the loss of a
fantasized ·perfect· infant following the birth of one
.,:10 possesses a disability was introduced by Solnit and
Stark (1961). This thelle was expanded by Olshansky
(1962), who atated parents of a disabled child continue
to expericnce griof ovcr time. This experience was
labeled ·chronic $orrow·.
The hypothesis that parental grieving norlllally
occurs with the birth of a child with a congenital
disability, and ••y continue (Dr recur in cycles) over
ti_e, is widely applied in nursing literature. f'eeling:s
of guilt Dr responsibility for the condition ere also
frequently cited .s a cOlilion charactaristic in parents'
reactions when a congenital disability occurs (Choi,
1918; Da .. rosch & Perry, 1989: \lacht, 1986; Wright &
Leahey, 1981: Young, 1911).
Professionals frequently suggest the 1:lIsponses of
parents who havlI a child with a disability follow a
rocognizable pattern (Drotar et aI., 1915; Keele, 1987:
Hori, 1983; RODS, 1963), Droter and co*investigators
(1915) intervie.,ad 20 lIIothers and 5 fathers regarding
their responses to the birth of a child with
disabilities. Two children had Down Syndrollle. Following
a qualitative analySiS, the researchers reported the
subjects passed through five predictable stages: shock,
withdrawal, an elllotional reaction (ie: anger, sadness),
adaptation, and reorganization (which includes planning
for the future). The researchers appe:.red to generalize
the results to a larger population although the sllIall
salllple size end the failure to consider paternal
findings separately frolll those of maternal subjects lIay
w.ll pose limitations to such generalizations.
Rased on a review of the literature, a parental
reaction whIch includes stag:es of denial, anger,
bargaining, depressIon, and event.ual acceptance was
outlined by Karl (1983). He cautioned however, that
variables such .s the severley of the disabUley, social
acceptability of the disability, the .anner tn which
parents ara inforMad, and the ase of the child when
diagnosis 1••ada, are important in lnfluencin" parental
responses.
Keele (1987) stat-cd parents of chUdren with
congenitlll disabilities typically experience anxLety,
follo .... ed by stagee of shock, dentllL, sadness, anger.
adaptation, raorg.. nLzatlon, and in most casus, a
satisfactory ad.1ustment. Furtherlllore, factors such liS
the severity of the disability, the pltenClI' LndivlduliL
attributes, and the availability of f •• l1y support
played a part in parental response, according to Keele
(1987). Hi. cOlll.enc. however, are based on professional
experience rather than research findings.
Another article (Roos, 1963) which lola. based on the
proff!$sional experience of a psychologist, suggested
parents of cognitively delayed children have greater
difficulty coping with parenting delunds, cannot develop
as s ~tisfying a relationship with their disabled versus
non-disabled children, and experience a long-terlll
depression as a result of realizing their inability
control life's events. In a later publication, RODS
(1978) further supported these COllllllents regarding
parental needs froll a new perspective, haVing beeollf!
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parent of a cognitive!y disabled child in the interi ..
years. His position as " parent a. "'Ill as professional
lends credibility to the cc.unselling nlledlil and
approaches he outlined.
In a discu•• lon of parental reactions to • variety
of congenital dhabllities, Bocian and Kaback (1978)
implied that it Is expected that parents wIll experience
strong negative ,unotlons. They stated that physLcian-
counsellors "must be aware of the profound
disappointment and guilt of the parentl 6 (p .641). They
also l;uggested that :IIatteRl conflict m.y rl!$ult when the
individual ability of partners to cope "Itch the
sit.uation varies.
Fortier and Wanlass (1984). st..t.ed in a review of
the literature on f •• l1y react-Ion co haVing a disabled
child. that the occurrence of grief responses with
noticeable ·stagas· is well supported. although there is
lack of consensus conc.rning their length and sequence.
The .ajority of the articles they cited. however. are
theoretical or balled on professional records.
In contrast vith the above. other authors contended
that presently available research halll been inadequate to
justify an expectation by professionals that grief and
guilt reaction. vill predictably elllerge (Blacher. 1984;
Bristol & Gallagher, 1986; Burden & Thollas, 1986;
HcConachie, 1986; HacKeith. 1973; Tritt & E....... 1986).
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Following (I. tev!elf of the evidence to support the
occurrence of predictable ·stages· and the e1l:perience of
.ourning In parental responses. Blecher (1984) concluded
that available releareh used inadequate •••ple ,1:tes.
professional infert>nee hI report.in& parental feelings,
and that they .1ao raLled to consider the effects of
specific disabllltie •.
McCanachi' (1986) remarked on the conclusions
sometimes drawn by professionals that an undoclyinl',
pathology, ",\len as guilt, is linked to II p""rtic\llar
parental response:
..... parental suilt has been postuilltcd as
identifiable in reactions of hostilLty to
professionals, and in reactions to the child
construed either as rejecting or .s
overcolipensatLng. The danger in such reasoning lies
in lack of appropriate action beinl taken, such as
parents' anler with poor services beln& dislllissed
or parents' real need for respite csre bp.ing
ignored "hile professionals concentrate on 'guilt
feelings' etc. M (p.48).
Research specifically addressing the rf;lsponses of
fachers to parenting children with diSAbilities has
resulted in findings which suggest adjustlllent
difficulties (Culillings, 1976; Dalllrosch & Perry, 1989;
Waisbren, 1980).
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Psychological assessllents of 240 fathers were
completed by Cummings (1976). using a written
questionnaire. Among the subject group, 60 fathers had
cognitLveLy delayed children, 60 had physically disabled
children, 60 had chronically 111 children, and 60 had
healthy children. He reported that fathers of
cognitively delayed chiLdren experienced significant
scress, lowered self-esteem, depression, and fewer
satisfactions frOID family life chan did fathers of
healthy children. The use of a written questionnaire
could have limited the type of responses fathers mate.
There have been attempts In the literature to
compare maternal and paternal responses to parenting
children wIth disabilities (Oamrosch & Perry, 1989;
Goldberg, Marcovitch, MacGregor, and Lojkasek, 1986;
Wl1isbren, 1980). Findings in 11 survey conducted by
Damrosch and Perry (1989) were analyzed for evidence of
self-reported adjustment, chronic sorrow, and coping
patterns of 22 mothers and 18 fathers who had children
with Down Syndrome. Of the fathers included, 83\
reported a steady, gradual re-adjustl1lent period, while
68\ of the ..others reported recurrent periods of crisis
and a highet frequency of feelings of chronic sorrow, of
being over....helmed, gratitude for their child's positive
traits, fear about others' opinions and for the future,
and jealousy towards parents whose children are not
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disabled. The researchers suggested sex-related
socialization may have influenced the subjects' choices
of coping strategies.
In a study completed by Waisbren (1980), 30
families of developllU~ntally delayed infants were
compared with 30 falllilies who had normal infants. One
half of each group of familios lived in Denmark and one
half in Califot:nla. Parents in both cultures who had tl
developmentally disabled child saw themselves morc
negatively and expressed lRore negative comments about
their chi!' than did the parents of norfllal infants.
Parents of disabled children evaluated themselves liS
personally changed in detrimental ways (Ie: anxious and
depressed). Comparisons between paternal and maternal
reactions to their support sources suggested fathers who
felt their own parents were highly supportive responded
with greater positive feelings about their chUd, Celt
changed for the better, and made more plans for the
future. Fathers were more negative than lDothers about
the impact of the disability on the marrlage, and
described Tlore stress symptoms than did mothers.
The results of another study seem contradIctory
the previous study, concerning paternal responses.
Goldberg et a1. (1986) interviewed the parents oC 59
developmentally delayed preschoolers. The study group
consisted of 18 sets of parents who had a chIld with
,-,
Down Syndrome, 19 vho had a child with neurological
problells, and 22 who had a child vith developlllental
delays of unknovn etiology. They found chat fathers in
all three groups reported having fever stress effeccs,
higher self-esteelll, 1Il0re lncernal locua of control, and
less support than did the 1Il0thers. They stilted it is
inappropriatll to luke generalizations related to both
parents if only rlothers are studied, as there vere
significant diffarances between fathers' and mothers'
experiences in th. study sllmple. The attempt made to
distingUish paternal and maternal findings and to group
subjects in relation to different eciol08ies in
children. is unCOlilion in the literature. Hovever. other
variables which loIere apparently not considered, such as
child's IIge or additional health probleas, ..ayalso
potentially affect atress levels.
The posaibility that different types of disabling
conditions could .voke different typf'.:1 of parental
response has also beln given attention in the '.iterature
(Callagher, Recklllen, & Cross, 1983; Holroyd & McArthur,
1976). This lIlay heve i ..plicatlons for the results of
mllny studies, because research designs frequently have
grouped vllrloua physical and cognitive dlslIbilitios
wlthin broad categories, such as "developmentally
delayed" or "handicapped".
FroID. a review of the literature on sources of
stress in families of disabled children, Gallllgher et
a1. (1983) concluded that different diagnostic
categories might be related to the appearance of
specific stress factors. This eonclu.sion would appear
be supported by findings from a study eOlilpleted by
Holroyd and McArthur (1976). They compared levels of
stress reported by three subject groups; patents of
autistic children, parents of chiLdren with Down
Syndrome, and parents of children with psychintric
illness. There was a difference bet .... een the different
groups regarding reported stress levels as well 1\S
parental responses to the disability. Families who h.1d
autistic children experienced the highest stress levels
and poorer family integration; the subject group tn
which there were children .... ith Down Syndrome appeared to
have the lowest stress levels and fewer family problems
Goldberg flt a1. (1986) also found differences in
parental response ....hLch were related to the diagnostic
category of the child's disability. Results of
Ltlterviews with 59 parents whose children were affected
by Down Syndromol, neurological problems, or an unknown
etiology, revealed higher scores were obtained 1n the
Down Syndrome group regardtng positive child-parent
experiences, helpful relationships with grandparents.
and the support parents recetvee!. Their results suggest
\6
that parental responses to a child's delayed de</elopment
may not be generalized from one diagnostic: group to
another.
Needs of Paren!:s who have fl ChIld with a PiUbility
A number of sources cite specific needs of parents
based on professional experience (Keele, 1987;
MioIa, 1987; Hort, 1983; RODS, 1978; Ilache, 1986).
Mori (1983) identified major needs parents have which
professsionals should consider in their interaction with
them: promotion of self'esteel'l, the need to refine
parenting skills, the ability to overcome feelings of
isolation, depression, and ambivalence, knowledge about
their child and available treatments, and reality·based
expectations for the future.
According to Miois (1987), patenCs of disabled
infant.!: need a well-thought out lllanagement progralD which
includes medical interpretation of the diagnosis.
assistance to understand what has happened and to deal
with their feelIngs, promotion of emotional attachment
and eood parenting skills. exposure to c.ommunity and
school services, genetic counselling, and projection of
the future. In order to reduce the potential for
misinformation, the author stated that parents of
children who have Down SyndroJile require detailed
information with planned repetitions of that
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1nforll.tlon, and a written summary of the inforllation
Studies related to parental needs at the tille of
diagnosis have provided findings which have Il1plications
for healebc.rtl providers (Cunn!nghall, Korgan, 6
l'tcGucken, 1984; Pueschel & Hurphy, 1976). The
Murphy (1976). concerning cheir experience at the birth
of a child who had Dovo Syndrome. Their results
suggested that tact. truthfulness, and empathetic
guidance are needed by parents, 'llong wIth pronpt
disclosure of the diagnosis, the use of appropriate
terliinology in explaining the condition, the support of
the other parent at the tillle of diagnosis. and adequlIce
fol10v<up and c:o ...un1t1 lIiupports. Those subjects who
dlsc::overed the diagnosis indirectly or vho vere infor.ed
in a negative ",'Inner appeared to have lost trust in
healtheare providers.
Cunningham et a1. (l984) studied two groups of
British parents of children who had Down Syndro_e. One
group served as a control group receiving typical
diagnostic counselling, and the second group were the
experimental group receiving "model" services. The
"lIIodel" servicea consIsted of both pll.rents being told liS
soon as pos·.1.~ie after the birth of the infant with the
infant present. and tiee provided to answer any of the
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parents' questIons. The in for_Lng int.ervie'" took place
",ith the pediatrician and a BritIsh cOlillunlt.y health
nurse with specialized experIence present. The nurse
provIded supportive hOlle follow-up care. Parents felt
their needs ",anI, iliac better through the R..odel- service
and expressed relatl,ve dlssatiafactLon vlth t.he variety
DC approaches used in the control troup. A possible
wenkness in the design was the fl1i1ure to provide one
consistent fcrlll of management in the control group In
order: ;0 have" better comparison for the experir.:cnt.ltl
group.
Long- Cllrll support needs of parents of disabled
children have a110 bean give:; attention in the
literature (liayes & Knox, 1984; tHola, 1987; Vache,
1986). Potential fa.ily needs outlined by Wacht (1986)
included dealing with feel in,;' of grief and guilt,
deaUng with ralaeionship struggles and decisions
related to adapeing expeceations, and providing eraining
or education. Over tillie, the child's aocial needs and
abiliey to live independently as.ullle greater i.portance
for parenes. Wacht (1986) recommended nurses provide
opportunities to foster the parent-child attachment,
offer deveLopmental and health teaching, counsel when
difficulties arise, and include falJlilies in evaluation
and planning for developmental intervention.
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In describing the role of a Pediatric Nurse
PractitLoner on a lIuItt-disciplinary treat.ent. teaa for
ehl1dren who have Do"," Syndroa., Hials (1987) suggested
the needs of f8 .. 1118s ••y include .ediaclon and
advocacy. a. veIl as profe3sionel follow-up throughout
hospitalizations and between clinic visits.
In a relat.ed area of study, the needs of parents
experiencing hoaplt:alh:.tion of children with long- tarlll
disabilities were identified. Hayes and Knox (1984)
conducted open-ended interviews with 40 parents whose
children ware hospitalized with long-term disabilities
and then they qualitatively analyzed the results. Thoy
found the parenes needed to make sen•• of the
experience, to f •• illarlz8 t.heaselves with a new
environment, to adapt their relationship with the child
and thf' other fa.ily .e.bers, and to learn how to
negotiate directly with health professionals. The
variability in the health status of the children and
conflation of lIaternal and paternal responses are
lillitations in considering the results of this study. In
fact, it is not clear if fathers were ~nterviewed but
the term parents is used throu&hout.
Needs which are specific to fathers have been
identified by SOIIl8 researchers (Cululings, 1976; Oamrosth
& Perry, 1989: Goldberg et aI., 1986). Following
psychological assessments of 60 fathers who had
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cognltively dil.bled children, Cu••tng. (1976) concluded
fathers need 1I0re opport:unicy to vantiLle. feelings of
grief lind anger with less pressure placad on thea to be
a support for other f •• ily lIe.bers.
D•• raleh and Perl:'y (1989) conducted a recent survey
of 18 fathers and 22 lIothers of children who had Down
Syndrollle, and found significant differences in lllaternal
and paternal experiences. The subjects vere asked to
evaluate the effectiveness of seven IIpecilled nursing
actions. Mothers assigned significantly higher racings
than fathers to two nursing actions: encouraging
expression of sadness, and allowing parents to be weak.
Fathers rated the following action. as Dlote support.ive;
assuaing a cheerful attitude, encouraging parents not
dwell on the negative., encouraging parents to be
stronr;, and giving parents a chance for tell.porary
escape. The results see. to indicate lIlaternal and
paternal support needs were very different. A
replication of this study using a larger sa.ple size
would be of i_portance to lee if these reaults hold.
l.qrentRl Influence And the OevelqplICDtAlly pelayed Child
The literature in this arC'lil relates to the outcoll\e
.., € early intervention progralllll\es in which both perents
have participated (Cur.lnick, 1988; Moxley-Haegert &
Serbin, 1983), and the observation of parent-child
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interactions (Levy-Shiff. 1986; KcCon_chi. & Hitchllll,
1985).
CuralnLek (1988) reviewed longitudinal atudies
which analyzed the efficacy of early incerventlon
programs including parental participation. He supports
che use of such prolt.IIl' with children who have Down
Syndrome: "the well-docullenced decline In 1l8asured
intelligence In Oown syndt"Ol1l1! childx:en that occurs over
the first few yeal::S of lIfe can be prevented by early
and continuous participation in early intervention
programs· (p.1S). There are conflicting opinions
regarding the child's developmental outcolles and effects
on the parenc-child relationship when the parents assume
forllal ceaching functions (GuralnLck, 1988). A llIore
inforll.l relationship-focused teaching approach in ~hlch
parents choose the additional resources and cO"llIunity
support they need to assist ~ith their child's
develop1ltent, has been prolloted in recent yesrs <"ffleck,
"cCude, McQueeney, & Allen, 1982).
Moxley-Haegert and Serbin (1983) studied the
effectiveness of home-based treatlllent progralAs in ~hich
parents were given specific teaching tasks to complete
with developmentally delayed children. A !lixed group of
etiologies was present. The families in the study were
placed in one of three groups in which parents received
developllenta1 education, child lIanage ..ent education, or
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no education (lack of guidance in using luterlals).
Child develop.llnt va. assessed using standardized
develop.llental lIea.ure8 prior to and at \1·15 lIIonths after
the introduction of the progt••. Greater strides In
child develop.ent occurred in the group where
developmental education was stressed. The reaearchers
hypothesiz.e this va. the result of greater motivation on
the part: of parents, who had been taught to recognize
learning .s a sequential set of taska and to place
greater 111lportanca on small ImprOV811lnts. Fathers were
not specifically addressed in this study.
Haternal and paternal styles of interaction were
compared by Levy-ShIff (1986) In a naturalistic study In
Israel. Harher-father-child interactions were observed
for 90 minutes in 20 f •• ilies in which there was a young
cognitively delayad child and in a lIIatched .alllpl. of 20
f •• Uies with develop.antally nor•• l chUdren. Although
fourteen of the .ffected children h.d Down SyndrOllle
findings fro. this sub-group did not differ
significantly froll tha .tudy group in tot.l. Finding. of
written observ.tional records indicated less verbal and
physical contact, fewer teaching efforts, and less
e}{pressed affection in parental-child inter.ctions in
the farailies who had children who were developmentally
delayed. Parenti of cognitively delayed children spent a
greater portion of cOII.unication on their childrens'
2l
needs, with less sharing of other issues. Mothers
exceeded fathers 1n caregiving tasks in hoth groups and
elicited 110re laughlng, smiling, and crying from
children in both groups. Behavioral differences between
the two groups were less evident in fathers thsn in
mothers in regards to child-parent interaction, leading
the researchers to conclude that fathers were less
influenced by practical and emotional concerns about the
children as they interacted with them. The resellrchers
state theIr findings indicate" ... fathers appeal: to be
natural partners in any intervention aimed at bolsterin",
the quantity and quality of child stilllulat: .ln~ (p .147).
The rather unnatural "set-up" of the observational
periods is a potential drawback in this study as it may
have affected subjects' interactions with their
children.
In contrast to the findings of the above study,
McConachie and Mitchell (1985) found that fathers had
more difficulty than mothers in a teaching session with
developmentally delayed children. These researchers
filmed interactions between parents and young children
who were cognitively delayed children due to a variety
of causes. The interactions were informal teaching tasks
which took place in a naturalistic setting; the child's
hOllle. Their findings revealed that mothers responded
more flexibly and used llIore verbal statements .....herea$
2',
rathers engaged in lIIore physical dellonstratLon or help,
and elicited lIore negative responses froll the child. The
researchers pointad out. Chat fathera ••y be lells veIL
atcuned chan !lochers to the type of guld.nee which will
Cetlch their children successfully. ThL. has i.plieations
for the kind of involvellent and guidance fathers might
require to be effective participants in •• rly
intervention. The authors stated fathers need to be
directly involved in intervention programs, instead of
relying on information passed on by other family
members. 80th fathers and mothers in this study, h.:lwever
displayed ineffective behaviors such .s giving
inconsistent and infrequent. praise.
The concepts of stages of grief, chronic sorrow,
and crisi!l reactiona are widely accepted throughout the
literature a!l typical co.ponents of parental responses
to parenting a chlld with a disability. The critic is.
has been raised by sOllie researchers that the expectation
of such responses in all parents of disabled chidren is
not adequately supported by research. The view that
parental responsCls are unique and can be oxpected to
vary, is more prominent in recent literature.
The findings of research suggest the presence of
so.e degree of grief, depression, and adJustlJent
problellls In parents of children who have developllental
2S
delays. Patterns of fSID11y interaction and paternal
influence in families who have children with Ii
disability is a relatively new area of research. Further
research is needed to discover the needs and strengths
of fathers who parent developmentally delayed children.
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Chapter 3
METHOD
In order to explore the parenting experiences of
fathers who have young children affected by Down
Syndrome II qualitative, exploratory approach was used in
the study. An exploratory approach 1s recommended when
little 1s known about the phenomenon under study
(Patton, 1980; Seaman, 1987) Boyd (1985) offered
support for the use of exploratory approaches in
studying aspects of fatherhood in her review of the
literat.ure on fatherhood: "Due to the current stage of
development of research on fathers, it seems appropriate
that the largest number of fathering studies are those
sttelnptlng to gain familiarity with the subject area~
(p.123). A similar research approach was used bj'
HcKnever (1981) to explore the experiences of ten
fathers of chronically ill children and to develop
cacegorieB within five broad areas of interest to
The limited amount of research which has been done
regarding the paternal role in parenting has included
very few attempts to look at fatherhood in relation to
parenting a child with Down Syndrome. Included in this
chapter is a discussion of the research approach,
definition of parenting, criteria for subjects, data
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collection, interview guide, data analysis, reliability
and validity, and ethical considerations.
Ruursb "pprolSb
The study vas quaUtaCive and explore tory In
nature, u.in& qualitative data. The .ajor emphasl!1 VBS
to gain greater understanding of the phenolllenon of
fathers' experiences In parenting a young child who has
00101" Syndrolle.
An interview guide vas designed from the literature
review of related research (Appendix A). In-depth
interviews WfIre tapa-recorded to gather data In the
subjects' own words. Data were transcribed and coded
into broad categories representing t.he lIIajor thellles
present. whIch "'tire sOlll!vhat shaped lly the definition of
parenting used by the researcher. These categories were
later defined and developed and sub-categories forlled.
ThLs approach offers the advant._Ae of allowing the
subjects to describe their personal perspectives in
det.ail and to expand on points which ere exceptionally
lIeaningful to t.helll. The use of a flexibla intervlew
guide permits a deeper and more complete response than
might be offered by other approaches.
The need for a research approach which allows the
subject.s this degree of freedolll i6 supported ln the
literature. In 1981 Burden (clted in Burden & TholllllS,
1986) reviewed 60 studies related to disabled chIldren
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and parents published between 1959 and 1979, and found
little aceount had been taken of parents' o ....n
viewpoints; he recommended that. parents of children with
disabilities be interviewed and their experiences
documented. Other researchers have noted the personal
perspectives of such parents deserve further exploration
(Hayes & Knox, 1984; Horner, Rawlins, & Giles, 1987;
McKeever, 1981).
Definition of Parenting
Parenting is 8. Illulti-dimensional activity offering
potentLal benefits of learning and development to both
parent and child (Callahan, 1973; Hamner & Turner,
1985).
Horowitz, Hughes and Perdue (1982) consLder
parenting to be Me role, a process, a task, and a skill"
(p.2). In the model they developed for nurses, the eet
of parenting contains complex dimensions which demand
tne use of knowledge, parental experience, and specific
techniques. Parenting involves actions to fulfill the
child's physical and emotional needs, as well as re1atad
activities such as planning events which promote the
child's development and the creation of a growth-
enhancing environment. Parents must utilize personal and
external resources (Horowitz et a1., 1982).
For the purposes of this study, parenting was
viewed as an experience which can be described in terms
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of roles, processes, and specific tasks and s~': Is
(Horowitz et al., 1982). Fathers have unique beliefs,
knowledge, and abilities which they bring to the
parenting relationship, and have learned through their
participation in it. The process of par .,ting is a
dynalll1c one, which alters and is in turn affected by the
actions of others. In light of this, the subjects'
perceptions of their relationships with friends, family
members, and health professionals are explored.
Criteria for Sublects
The study population consisted of biological
fathers who are parenting children between one and
twelve years old who have Down Syndrome. It was decided
the subjects might be too immersed in the initial
reaction to the child's birth, prior to one year, to
on all tho areas the interviewer hoped to cover.
The age of twelve was chosen as the upper age limit as
the entry to adolescence is a developmental point at
which parental concerns might begin to differ markedly
from those related to younger children (Pueschel, 1988).
Other criteria for fathers inclUded:
1) good physical and mental health
2) ability to use and understand the English language
3) reside in an urban setting in a family unit where thc
mother and child also reside
cOllpleted • forllal consent: (see A.ppendix C) prior to
collection of the data. Data was recorded through
wrieren notes and the use of. tape recorder, subject to
the interview•• '. per_i •• ion, All subject. agreed to the
taping of interviews. Subjects were told the audiotapes
of the intervie"l would be destroyed following the
completion of the thell'1s. The average length of tll11e
required for an interview was one hour.
All of tha interviews were cOr'lducted in the homBs n[
the subjects. Subjects were interviewed once. Due to the
employment hours of the subjects, tha mlljority of the
Intervie\ols took place in the evening. t'athers were
requested to choose a till. for the interview when the
immediate pre.ence of other family .elllberlJ could be
avoided. The intention in using a !letting f ... iliar to
the subject and in giving the .subject control of soma
aspects of the interview was to .axi.i~e hIs
psychological and physical cOlllfort during the interview
process.
Interview Guide
An interview guide was designed after a revillw of
related research (see Appendix A). Horowit~ et a1.
(1982) describe sbe; key aspects of parenting whlch
include parental Toles, rules and decLsion-making within
the family, communication strategies, the use of
physical .. nd psychologica ... space by fa.l1y rae ..bers. the
"
Data Collection
The subjects were recruited through two main
sources: firstly, letters were distributed at two
community-based events potential subjects might attend;
a parent-organized playgroup for children with special
needs and a conference "ponsored by the Association for
Community Living. The letters described the purpose of
the resserch, criteria for subjects, and the background
of the researcher (Appendix B). Three subjects were
located when they responded to the letter by contacting
the researcher. The second source of potential subjects
was through professionals involved in comlllunity service
or health professionals. These professionals suggested
persons in the community who could act as a resource
through their knowledge of fathers who might wish to
participate. The researcher asked these resource persons
to obtain permission frolll potential subjects to be
contacted by the researcher. Once this was obtained, the
researcher telephoned the potential subject, described
the study. and provided a letter of introduction
(Appendix B). Subjects then decided if tbey wished to
participate. Nine subjects were obtained through this
type of referral. One person who was contacted in this
manner declined to participate in the study.
Interviews were conducted by the resea:tcher at a time
which was convenient to both parties. The subjects
"
lind priority given to activities such as work and p'.ay,
and how the fa .. ily ha. coped anll developed as stressorl>
and chllnges .1I.rg8. Th. interview guide contains
questions whlch pertain to tho!sa aspacta of parenting.
liS well as other are •• luggesred by the literature
review liS fllii-0rtant In exploring this experience: the
effeces upon f811111y IUllbers, needs of f81111y lIIelllbets,
strategies and skill. fathers utiLized, end the use and
Illlpect. of resources.
The intervie .... guide also contained specific
questions regarding the subjects' experiences with
heaLthcare rroviders, and their idea. about the role of
nurses in relation to lIeering £s1II11y need•. a.sic
de.agraphic data ..... requested at the beginning of the
intervie.... This included subject'S aga, occupation, and
education:"l level, nu.ber of children In the fa.ily.
birth order and ages of the children, and lIajor health
cOllplications experienced by the affected child.
DAtA Analysis
Guidelines used for conducting the data 8nalysis
weTe those baaed On the suggestions of Corbin (1986) and
Swanson (1986). The interviews were tTanscribed by the
researcheT and multiple haTd copies of the data were
produced. These copies "Iere ul<ed to gToup and sort data
lnto initial categories or -laundry lilts· of categories
ns described by 5"'8nlon (l986), Breakdown and cOlllparison
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of d .. ta was completed through the proce •• suggested by
Corbin (1986). Thes. ~l.u.ndry list- categories were
further coll.plled and refined and then asalgned to one
of thra. broad eh••• tLc c..cagori•• entltl.d Paternal
Role., Paternal Tasks and Skills, .lind Proc •• ses related
to Parenting. Paternal Roles enco.pll••ed those
categories which ",ere related to fullfill!ng II iltghly
visible function '\I(:h as e.aregiving; Paternal Tasks ilnd
Skills containad categories outlining specifIc actIons
fathers employed co improve the outeo"ll of parenting;
and Proeess811 .t.ted to Parant!"g contained clltegories
de$cribing internal and intrapersonal processes ·..hleh
evolved as th. suh.1ec.cs parented.
The <I_t. in 8o.ch category "ere exelJlined for range
llnd dept-h. Subjects' views regarding the role of nursing
and the specific interventions: they had dascribed were
also idencifled. Helpful interventions suggested by tho
fachers "ere outlined a. well.
RellJbfJ1ty .nd YJJJdBy
If the recearch is to contribute ne" insights to a
particular area of inquiry, the findings must be
credible (LClCOlllpte 6 Goetz, 1982). To have credible
research findings the threats co the rolil1bility and the
validity of the findings must be addressed. In order to
enhllnce the reliability and validity of tho research the
isc\lu: of i) sampling, 11) appropri.teness of the
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interview guide, and ill) possible effectl of the
researcher V'l;re addressed.
alnee the re.eereher v.s interested in a detailed
exploration Lnto the experience. of fathera who have
children with Dovn Syndrolllfl a purposive or theoretical
sa.pling method wa. used. One of the .Iau.petons
whLch theoretical •• rt;pling is besed 1. -that all actors
in a setting fire not equally informed about the
knowledge sought by the investigator- (Morse, 1986. p.
18) Through the use of resource persons in the
community who were falll11iar with the potential subjeccs,
fathers who had experienced parenting a child with Down
Syndrollle and were willing and able to share their
experiences were chosen. This helped ensure that good
knowledgeable subjects would be chosen.
In order to ensure cOlllprehensiveness and relevance
of the data the interview guide va. raviewed and
crltiqued for content and forlll by a father who has a
chlld with Down Syndrollle and a social worker who has
experience in intatviewing and counsalling parents of
handicapped children in a rehabilitation setting. In
addition, the researcher continued theoretical sampling
until the theoretical codes were saturated. A
theoretical code is considered saturated when no new
information is available whleh would suggest a new code
or the ex;pansion of exlstit>g codes. Finally, the thesis
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cOII.ictee IUllllbarl were provided with copIes of the
transcribed interview data and not.1 de.erlblng the dAtil
analysis proce••. Th.s. were revi .... ed by the cO.lIletee
me_bers and their lu&g8.t10.15 for rev ilion and
clarification vete integrated. Into the interview and
analysIs proce••.
One of the threats to the internal valldtdlty of •
study is the react!ve effects of the te.earther (Oenz1n,
1970). A semi-structured, open-ended intervIew that Is
conducted In a face-to-face situation, la nel.urally lin
interactIve process. However, a. Hallllaersley and .... tkinson
(1983) poInt out: -Rather than engaging in futile
attempts to .11111nata the affects of the researcher,
should set out underatandinz the.- (p.l]). Prior to
beginnlng data colleetion the researcher atte.pted to
.. ake explicit the a.su.ptions she held about parenting 0
child with Down Syndrollle and to dlscuss these wlth
lIellbers of the thesis coallittee In order to understand
how chase •• au.ptlons could bias the reaearch process.
In sOllie instanca. tha assumptions acted as ",ources of
exploration with the subjects. A second effect of the
researcher is the relationship between the researcher
and subjects in 8 study. All the subjects were informed
that ehe researc'":ler was a nurse who had a special
interest in children who had Down Syndrolle and in eheir
faalilies. In order to separate the role of the
J6
researcher and that of the nurse a debriefing session
occurred only after the interviewing of a subject had
been completed.
Ethical Couslderar::loDS
Any research involving hUlIlan subjects requires that
certain procedures lire followed In order to protect the
rights of the individuals involved as subjects in the
research. Participants were fully informed of the aims
of the study and of their role as participants. Subjects
were informed that they eould withdraw from the study
any time, and were provided with debriefing time
following the interviews. When specific noeds were
revealed by subjects, the researcher provided support in
the debriefing period and encouraged subjects to follow
up by contacting the appropriate resources.
Written consent for the use of the interview data
was obtained froll each subject (Appendix C),
Confidentiality of information ....as protected by ensuring
that no identifying information th"'t could link specific
comments to a particular subject ....as included in the
text of the thesl.s. Subjects .... ere informed the actual
audiot.tpes would be destroyed follo .... ing completion of
the thesis. Ethical approval for the study ....as obtained
from the Human Subjects Review Comlllittee of the School
of Nursing at Mt"llIorial University of Newfoundland.
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Chapter 4
FINDINGS
The fathers' involvBlIlent with their children and
critical events relating to the fathers' experience is
presented under three main thcllIst.lc categories. These
thematic categories are entitled Paternal Roles,
Paternal Tasks and Skills, and Processes Related to
Parenting. Examples from the data are used to illustrate
the range and depth of experiences and the events which
were critical to the development of ~he role, task and
skill, or process are described. Nurs~ng interventions
which the fathers identified will be summarized. In
order to have a greater understanding of the subjects'
experiences some limited demographic data of the
subjects is included.
Demographic PUB
A total of 12 subjects were interviewed. They
ranged in age between 28 and 55 years of age. Their
children who had Down Syndrome ",ere between the ages of
2 and 12, with several in the age range of :3 to 6 years.
One child had no siblings; four had one sibling; and the
remainder had two siblings. Four of the children were
the eldest in the falllily, and three children were the
youngest. Two of the children wart< eight or 1lI0re years
younger than their siblings.
J8
In addition to Down Syndrome, six of the children
had additional developmental/health problems associated
with respiratory and nutritional status, physical
stature, coordination, and hearing problems. Speech
difficulties were very common. At the time of the
interview, nonl' of the children were hospitalh:ed.
Rased on observation of the home setting and
occupation of the father, the families' socioeconomic
status ranged from low-income co high.income, ...1th the
majority in the middle class bracket. The educational
levels and occupations of fathers varied greatly. Three
fathers had received university-level education.
Tbelllstic Categgry I' PAternal Roles.
From an analysis of the descriptions that fathers
gave of thair involvBlllent with their children both on a
day-to-day basis and over time five main roles '-HJlerged.
These roles were nurturar/caregiver, supporter,
worker/provider, comllunicator, and advocate. Each of
these roles will be described.
Nur tU re r teare g I vcr
The subjects all sa'" themselves as strongly
involved in a nurturer/caregiver role. Nurturance and
caregiving aro treated as one category rather than two
separate categories because they were not viewed or
fulfilled as separate functions by the subjects; when
attendIng to various practical needs such as food
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provision fathers' COlllllents indicated they also strove
to create a nurtursnt and loving atl!losphere for the
child or children in the family. The main features of
this role are actions to IIcat hasic needs and
affectionace physical and 8111otlonal interactions with
the child. Although nurturer and caregiver was the most
common role identified by fathers and was played out on
a day-to-day basis, the chi.ld's needs and issues teinted
to the father's clIIployment and usual style of paronting
had an impact: on how each subject enacted this role.
The birth of the child was a critical event from
which the role of nurturer/caregiver flowed. All of the
subjects had participated In providing aspects of
nurturant care to their affected child frolll the tillle of
birth. Three fathers reported they were given
opportunities for physical contact with their child
immediately after birth. Subjects stated close physical
contact such as holding the baby in their arms was
mutually comforting and helped thell get to k.now their
child and his or her needs. The affectionate parent-
child bond was describe" by one subject:
S: We're very close. We watched a hockey game
last night, and we lie in the bed and we hug
each other, watching the hoekey gaIllB ... he
likes that ... his Dad hugging him, and watching
the hockey same, and being excited, and so
it's a good relationship that way, and I enjoy
those moments .... it's a very relaxing
environment, for me, the bond that we have
there.
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As their chi14ren developed, fathers varied in the
amount and type of participation they undertook in
regard to their children and their caregiving and health
needs. The pattern established in the division of
caregiving responsib; lit-lea between the adults In the
home varied. The majority of the subjects reported they
fed, bathed, dressed, enterteined, and supervised their
children on II regular basis. Most of the subjects stated
they spent less till'o:' providing childeare than did chair
partners, particularly in those casas where the children
were below six years of age. The subjects attributed
this to greater periods of rilla spent by thellselves in
employment "ut of the hOllle and the mother having more
tillle available to be with the children. One of the
fathers describes the start of a usual day as:
S: Some days I Illake breakfast if I've got
time. I nlight give him a bath. I at least put
him in the tub before I leave, then {motherl
tek-:s over .... 1'11 change his pamper and dress
him up or it just depends how much tima I
have, and then you know when I come hOllle in
the evening what I try to do is spend a little
bit of tillle showing him a few things on the
blackboard.
Health complications in the children were critical
events which created an additional challenge in
providing childcare for some subjects. When a child
required llIedications, special feeding techniques,
physical or oxygon therapy, this was incorporated into
the daily csregiving routine by tho parents. Concern
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with qalntalning their children's Optll1ulI health lias
ellphaslzed by those subjects whose children had
experienced health co.plications,
Subjects who had 1I0re t.han one child described the
challenge of try10& to Illeet the need. of all of their
children for affection and care. The laajoriey of the
rathers felt they vete successful In ragards to this,
given the alllount of time they spent with their children.
ana father thought allocating greatf.!t attention to his
child who bad Down Syndrome was a factor which created
difficulty In fulfilling the nutturer/cliregiver role:
s: I pay quite a bit of attention co hlll
(child with Down Syndrolle]. The older one is
the one who'. not really getting as much
atcention as he should ... I know I should be
playing 1I0re with hill, and I don't ... t know.
Three subjects expressed the wish their ellploYlllent
outside of the hOlla was less tillle and enerSy consulI(ng,
sllowing thell. to contribute 1I0re to caregiving.
All of the fathers felt they had a responsibility
to suppo'!:t thai'!: partner and other fSDily .elllbers
inclUding the affected child. The role of supporter
encompassed actions fathers took to alleviate stress,
particularly for their partner. Fathers described i)
financial proviaion, ii) occasional mediation bet .... een
health professionah and their .... ivas, iii) the sharing
of responsibility in childrearing and home lIaintenance
'.2
they undertook in giving support to their partners.
In relation to the .!>upporter role. critical events
vere the discovery of the diagnosis and later points in
ct.", when developlllental or health isaues intensified the
needs of the family for support. rachers described
feeling very sensitive towards their partners' reactions
and coping abiLities at the time of diagnosis.
s: As soon as he [physician) tol" me (about
the diagnosis), I knew .. she's sitting there
hoping that he wouLd die ... so she wouldn't
have to tell evetybody.
s: Oh I hurt, I hurt .. but she wa. butting
so bad.
If their partners had previous positive experiences
with children who had Down Syndrome fathera f.lt chis
enhanced their partners' abiLity to cope with the
diagnosis. Subjects who felt they thellselves had coped
veIl with the dia,gnosh: due to their own previous
experienees described taking a strong initiative in
engaging in positive behaviors towards the baby. They
viewed their own positive attitude and actions as highly
supportive to their partner and child.
Several of the subjects thought their partners were
more e>%tional1y affected at the tillle of diagnosis than
they were, therefore requiring their protection and
care. Other fathers d •• eribed their partners a. being
overall .ore assertiva and positive in coping with the
.3
diagnosis and more likely to take the initiative in
planning to meet the child's needs. Regardless of how
they assessed their partners' <loping skills, the
mc.jottey of the subjects believed the ongoing demands in
cerms of praccical llIanagemant of the child' 5
developmental needs or healtheara were llIora stressful
for their partners thlln for themselves. This belIef had
the effect of reinforeing the importance of their role
as a supporter Co t.hese subjects
At the time of dIagnosis, some fathers felt
reluctant tQ reveal their own feelings of grief or
disappointment because they believed this might have
detrilllental effect on the cop!ng ability of their
partners.
S: I'd phoned everybody already, then the next
day. I had to give them a phone and say ... my
mistake. I was [upset}. I don't think I showed
it. I tried to keep it away from Illy wife.
Similar thoughts about the need to display calmness
and emotional control were expressed by subjects in
relation to supporting friends and family Ille~bors. SOIllO
fathers revealed a belief that modeling such behavior
might les.:.on or at least avoid escalating feelings of
gl :ef or worry about the family. Anticipating possible
reactions of significant others was a high1.y stressful
aspect of the role of supporter. Subjects worried about
the best way to inforll grandparents, and described
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trying t.o -build up to it- or to deliver the nevs
gently. Fathers described dealing with the gcief of
grandparents as ellotlondly taxing. Tvo subjects
.entloned there wa. a long-terlll need to support
grandp.rents who had difficulty understanding or
accepting ch_ effects of the syndro•• on the ehild. ThLs
lIa. an additional Interpersonal challenge in fulfilling
the role of supporter, pllrtleuh.rly as the father's
personal focus moved away from his o ....n elllotional
responses to center on the developmental needs of his
ehild.
Worker IProy i dot
All of the subject. expressed cOlIIlI.lttlllent towards
the role of worker and provider. This role included
practical vork to liS inca In the hone .a well a. work
outside of the hOllle environllent whieh allowed subjects
to contribute financially towards the hOlle and the needs
of the fa.ily lIellbers. A critical event affecting this
role was the father'. organi:u,tion of his r.sources
.eet dellands whieh aroae in the hOllle as well as the
external world.
In lIost easos fathers indicated that the female
partners took the greatest responsibility for home
management and housework, with outside employment as
their chief responsibility. The .rranlellent created
between the partnars in dividing work reaponafhilitles
.5
both in and out of the home was attributed by the
subjects to the individual abilities of the subjects and
their p<lrtners, the specific needs of the family. and
the parents' beliefs and values concerning their roles.
The subjects described division of practical
responsibilities between spouses as II mutually.
acceptable arrangement. As one father said:
s: That's just sort of the way we live, that's
just the way it works I guess, because having
three kids it's just not financially possible
for both of us to \lork.
Several subjects worked more than full-time hours
In high-level positions. Fulfilling the work
requirements of the external world 85 well as thos~
within the home was II challenge In meeting the various
demands of this role; the majority of the subjects
indicated they were coping well with this. All but two
fathers conveyed a high level of interest in and
committment to cheir employment outside of the home.
Fachers' inreresc in establishing and maintaining an
attra.ctive and comfortable home setting for their
families appeared to be universal in this group of
subjects,
COlllmunicator
For all of the subjects a very important paternnl
role was that of communicator, The role of comlllunlcator
involved discussion ·... ith family IUlIIbers, relatives,
"
friends, health cafe professionals, educators, and
occasionally the general public regarding the child's
needs, abilities, and progress. The role involved both
giving and seeking information, with an emphasis on the
latter. Although the fathers were involved in this role
quite frequently on a day-ro-day basis, when critical
events occurred this role was lIIore salient. One of the
critical periods vas the postpartum phase. Hany
questions "rose in the hours aoel days immediately after
diagnosis. At the time of the initial diagnosis. eight
fathers stated they had a very poor grasp of the
developmental effects of Down Syndrome. This sparked a
search for information.
S: I rushed around as much as I CQuid to
obtain \lhatever information I could find on
Down Syndrome, and probably read the pamphlets
and the articles, and the books, thirty
times ... trying to sort whatever information I
could out of these, on Down Syndroll.e, and \lhy
it happened, and what we could expect.
As they gathered information, all of the subjects
related feeling extremely sensitive to the attitude and
philosophy they perceived in comlllunication with
heal thcare providers. The content of the cOllmunication
and how the information about their children wes
imparted to them made a difference as well. Using a
cOlllpassionate approach, giving adequate inforllation, and
allowing enough time with the father, were professional
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actions praised by fathers as promoting effective
communication.
Some of the fathers were di!uatlsfled and
frustrated with their attempts to communicate with
healthcare personnel. Six subjects were unhappy .... 1.th the
initial inforllation which was given and the
communication styles of physicians and nurses. Several
fathers cOlllplained that the first COII'Il'llunication about
Down Syndrome held very little meaning for them. The
term "mongolisfA", for instance, was confusing to fllthers
and inhibited responses from them; it aroused fear and
feelings of dread. The fathers that wers unhappy with
the cOllmunication styles of physLcl.ans and nurses in the
postpartum period stated they acted brusque, matter of
fact, and mechanical, cold, or unhopeful:
s: [Nurses] can be a little bit tough .. they
don't have any sympathy at the time. They've
got a job to do and they're going to do it.
s: They [physicians and nurses] don't give you
any hope.
In other instances, fathers stated information they
needed about their children's conditions was witheld
from them by healthcare personnel, resulting in
miscommunication and incorrect assumptions. Three
fathers who felt nurses had avoided giving thorn adequate
information or bringing the baby to them, came to the
conclusion their child had died.
'"
Regarding the diagnosis, failure to receive
inforlflation at: the sallie time or prior to their partner
was also upsetting to two fathers. Other subjects who
had been informed of the diagnosis prior to their
partners did not report any discomfort with separate
telling. Those subjects who had been asked for their
suggestions 8S to when and how their partner should be
told felt it was appropriate they were included in
communication plans. Three fathers who had told their
wives of the diagnosis clearly viewed it as a
responsibility they held in the communicator role,
although a highly painful task; -that was probably the
hardest thing I've ever had to do~.
Regarding communication with genetic counsellors,
the majority of the subjects were very satisfied with
the opportunity it afforded them to contribute and
receive information. Genetic counselling ....as a critical
event for several of the fathers because it presented
the first opportunity to the subjects t.o h8ve t.heir
questions about Down Syndrome thoroughly answered.
Subjects viewed c. ,nmunication with 8 genetic counsellor
as exttemely important for parents. along with early
laboratory confirmation of the condition, In t.wo cases,
the subjects queried ....hether the results of genetic
testing could have been provided more quickly, as their
anxiety was increased by the waiting period. T....o of the
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subjects expressed some dissatisfaction with che
infotllls.tlon about genetics and Down Syndrome they
received because they found it confusing initially.
Later points in time when the child's health or
developmental status r.equired llIore intensive
eOllllllunieation with health profllssional.s: were also
critical events in the communicator role. Some of the
subjects experienced frustration in fUlfilling their
'role during these events. Four fathers reported relying
on their wife t.o obtain and communicate information from
healthcare teams and therapists. an arrangement which
was unsatisfactory at times because it did not afford
them first-hand knowledge. This was primarily due to chi)
scheduled times for therapy visits conflicting with the
fathers' hours of work. During a hospitalization of his
child, one father who sought inforlRat1.on about h1.s child
during v1.sits found the nurses 1II0St familiar with his
child's care were almost invariably unavailable or on
"breaks". The subject attributed th1.s s1.tuation to poor
organization on the part of nurses and a failure to
consider his need for information as .II high priority.
As part of their role as communicator, fathers also
communicated information about Down Syndrome and their
children's needs and progress to grandparents and
acquaintances. Friends warl often given basic
information about Down Syndrome as the subjects becllme
'0
1I0re knowledge.ble. The degree to which cOII.unit.tion
touched on £."11y 1lli!lIbers' feelings and need' was
dependent on the closeness of the rel.tionship with a
friend and .lso how the friend responded when initially
told of the diagnosis. Another aspect of thi. role
included cOliliunicating with their children', playlllates
and other parents about Down Syndro •• In relation to
their child'. interests and abilLties. Fathers
considered this helpful in proJlloting opportunities for
socialization and friendship for their children.
"-"'=.o.ll
The subjects acted ., advocate. on behelf of their
children and fallL1Les as well as for other falll11es
affected by Down Syndroae. One aspect of this role
included occ.sional .edt.tion vith school .nd cOllllllunity
groups to pro.ote opportunities for develop_ent for
their child or to obtain specific service. or progra ..s.
Several subject. described. process of gradually
bec:olII:ng ..ore involved in their role a. an advocate as
they developed stronger convictions or new ideas
regarding their children's rights and needs. The
father's incorporation of these deepening convictions
into his actions VaS a critical event which prollloted the
ndvocacy role. The expectations the lIubjects held of
society for the provision of educational, health·
related, and supportive services varied. A few rathers
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were engaged in a struggle to have policies changed or
seJ:vices expanded, which caused some frustration.
Fathers lIlade comments which indicated they were active
advocates for the services they viewed as appropriate:
s: I guess what I'd like to do 1s insure that
there's services available ... that he can you
know, have those services; we had a speech
therapist come in.
S: A lot of people have formed a group and
they're trying to get something going .... ith the
education people (for incegrated classrooms]:
they're always worried about the green stuff,
the money, because they have to have a special
teacher, a special pel;son in the
classroolll ..• but he's (child with Down
Syndrome) entitled to an education.
Fathers also advocated in 11 marc indirect W;ly for
their children by presenting a role model to friends,
family members and other parents which illustrated the
attitude and behavior they believed was appropriate
towards their child. In doing so, fathers strove to
promote an atmosphere in which their children's
abilities and successful relationships were emphasized
rllther than focusing on developmental limitations.
Some subjects expanded their role as an advocate
include actions to support and ensure the rights of
other families affected by Down Syndrome. Three fathers
had offered information and support to new parents who
had infants affected with Down Syndrolle. An aspect of
this included visiting new parents in the hospital at
the request of nursing staff to provide informatIon and
"
support to the parents. One father commented that
nurl:!ng staff failed to make referrals in many cases,
however, and he attributed this to lack of support by
the attending physicians. Two fathers expressed a desire
to adVocdte for greater access to peer support for new
parents of children with Down Syndrome.
The.matte Category II- Paternal Tuk;; ADd Skills
This category is related to actions which the
subjects consciously used to promote success in tho
outCOme of parenting. It contains the subcategories of
Promoting Child Development, Involving Siblings,
Utill:dng Social Support, and Utilizing Professional
Services.
Promoting Child Development
Fathers made conscious efforts to promote their
children's development, quality of life, and level of
independence. The degree to which this was a concern
varied in this subject group with sOllie fathers
describing lDore or less continuous anxiety and worry,
while others coped through a "one day at a time"
approach to their child's development which gave
recognition to slDall gains.
A critical event which instigated the fathers
consciously prol1lota davelopmental in their childran was
the recognition by tha father that the child was
developl1lentally delayed. All of the fathers in this
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subject made comments which indicated they recognized
developmental delay in their children. Two fathers
mentioned they expected "plateaus· in learning where
progress would lessen. Fathers made comments whlch
reflected tenderness and dedication 1n helping their
chl1d~en progress, as well as some frustration with the
pace or need for repetition.
Subjects used different types of interaction with
their children in promoting development. Some fathers
implelllented activities which reflected a lJ.ore formal
"teacher" role, while others placed the emphasis on
socialization through role modelling and companionship.
Providing a strong male role model to his son was
considered by one father to be very tmportl1f1t. He felt
he had developed a deep bond wtth hts son through the
"masculine" activities they share, as well as from
physical affection in the form of "hugs lind cuddles".
Three fathers stated they reI ted on thetr p,1rtners
to give the III suggestions for how they could prolJlote
their children's learning (with specific tosks in on
early intervention program, for instance).
Fathers were aware of thair children's
developmental need for soc tal learning, both with
acquail'l~" the public at large. Helptng thett'
chil . social skills was a strategy used to
promote 'lr children's acceptance, independence and
'"
happiness. Social qualities which ve~e ••en as favorable
by thell.selves and others, such •• obedience or
politeness, vere II source of pride, wher••• so."
subjects expr•••ed unhappiness with individual
behavioral traIts such a. overt physical friendliness •
.,hleh they felt had negative soci.l ramifications for
the child. Fathers reported that parent. pLanned and
initiated many if· ~ all of their children'.
activities, utili:!:ing COIIIIllI,lnlty, school, and church
based activities to promote their children's social
developlllent.
In relatlon to lIIor81 guidance, all of the fathers
reflected. pereonal philosophy that. discipLine and
other treatmene of their chiLdren should be fairly and
consistently i.pie.ented. Six fathera thought the
prOVision of parental discipline va. a necessary
ingredient in .odifying child behavior; tvo of these
subjects however indicated they found it difficult to
discipline their children who had Down Syndrol" be causa
the child see DIed too vulnerable. None of the fathers
reflected beliefs which were highly authoritarian or
punitiv'L
Inyolving Siblings in Promoting Child Development
Fathera viewed siblings as potential teachers,
advocates. and COllpanions to their developmentally
delayed child. A key factor or critical event which
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motivated fathers to involve siblings In promoting the
affected child's development was the establishment of It
cooperative and mutually enjoyable relationship between
siblings and the child who had Down Syndrome.
Subjects whose children were young and similar in
developlJental ability noted their children played
closely together. In this subject group one father whose
children played closely together expressed concern his
youngest child was learning undesirable types of
behavior from an older sibling who had Down Syndrome. lie
also worried the siblings would be teased at school:
s: Not only will [child with Down Syndrollle)
have problems in school, possibly being picked
on and teased, but {slblingJ will, and 50 will
the youngest one ... you know, because 'you havp
a mentally retarded brother'.
The majority of the fathers thought the children
obLained mutual benefit from their interactions and
believed that siblings were an advantage in helping the
affected child progress as he or she matured.
There was a range in the degree of sibling
responsibility and involvement that the subjects thought
was desirable or necessary. ForlJlal arrangelllents to
assist the child with Down Syndrome in adulthood through
sibling involvement were considered to be a possihllity
by some subjects in this study, however most of the
fathers in this subject group expressed worries about
the effect of this responsibility on siblings. One
"
father felt strongly that long-term assistance of the
child ..,ho had Down Syndrome should not be an expectation
of a sibling, and was investigating other legal
arrangements. Two fathers regarded sOllie long-term
sibling assistance very favorably but were unsure how
this would occur. One subject expressed a firlll
expectation that th{o preschool sibling would act as a
role-model, advocate, and cOllpanion to the affected
child at present end in the future.
Utilizing Soda] Support
Fathers used social support to various degrees
dependent upon the amount and type of social support
they felt was desirable and the degree of support which
was llIoda available to thell. The actions of others in the
social network as they responded to the family's
situation were critical events which influenced how
social support was utilized.
Five fathers stated that they received helpful
elllotional and practicsl support frolll extended family.
Grsndparents were for the main part considered to be
hig:i,ly supportive, and those who developed an
affectionate bond with the child were thought by
subjects to be playing a highly signifiCant role in his
or her life. In two cases, grandparents were believed to
have a negative attitude towards the child because of
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the presence of Down Syndrome and their support was
cherefore not sought.
Three fathers placed high value on the SUpp01:t of
friends who included their children In normal social
events on a regular basis. Two subjects had developed
the insight that friends who did not know how to respond
and when to offer help just after the birth were more
supportive if the parents communicated a positive
attitude and verbalized cheir needs effectively.
Initially, however, fathers were sometimes confused
about how co respond to friends.
s: I was busy trying to figure out how 1 was
going to get other people to deal with it.
That [the diagnosis) was a shock to them. They
were upset.
s: The ft:iend who delivered [child with Down
syndrome I was more hurt about it than I was at
the start. I had to overcome him [his
reaction}, before I could go through my own
[reaction].
One subject found the following words from friends
were a source of encouragement:
s: When they came to the hospital, these
friends of ours they said ... that Myou're very
chosen people; you're very special people to
have a child like this" .. like ow,you
know .. Mit's somebody special ho can raise a
child like this you know, and you must be the
peopleft ... it's great. Like, that's what we
though t, you know.
Support available to fathers in the workplace was
variable. One father had been given generous time .,way
from work by his employer to help him deal with heolth
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in ensuring cheir child' 5 safety ....hile ... ut playing were
considered supportive. In contrast, the failure of
neighbors to help provide play opportunities and general
supervision in the neighborhood accentuated II sense of
aloneness 1n the parenting experience for one father.
Connecting with parent peers was beneficial for
several subjects who felt !luch contact was supportive
because it allowed them to observe an older child who
had Down Syndrome and obtain information to help thorn
parenting effectively.
s: (We) met their family, and ..at their son,
which I think was really a turning point tor
"'.
s: A lot of families are a lot older than us
and their children are II lot older too, so 1
thought: it's good to find out what they're
doing that you know 1 might be able to do,
with my child being so young, and growing.
A critical event which affected how fathers
connected with parent peers was the teferral of parcnts
to such resources. One subject was dismayed becnuse he
did not meet other parents who had children with Down
Syndrome immediately; he eXpressed irritntion towards
the nurses in hospital whom he felt. should have realized
his need for an opportunity to connect wit.h parent
peers.
Another avenue for parent peer contact were groups
organized through local rehobilicacion servIces or by
groups of parents in the community. Mixed opinIons about
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crises In his child and he felt this was highly
supportive. Other fathers who felt they had to attend
work when they were needed during healthcare crises
described feeling highly stressed and -left out M of
decisions at tlllles. One father felt it was difficult
mention any aspect of his child's condJ.tion to co'
workers because he perceived they were uncomfortable and
unsure of how to respond to the situation.
On tho other hand, being able to withdraw from the
medical scene, even to a place of employment, was
descd.bed as helpful in promoting coping by some
subjects. Three fathers who stated their elllployment
occupied much of their energy during the immediate p05t-
partum period, viewed employment as e source of support
at times. A subject stated time away from tha hospital
allowed hilll to "keep some lIlental stability" as he went
through a period of dissappointment olnd shock follOWing
the birth. COlJlments indicated that withdrawing
Clllotionally or lJIentally, even when physically present,
helped some fathers to cope.
Neighborhood support wes considered helpful by
three fathers who had lived for a long perio" of tillle in
one location. All of the subjects verbalized a desire
that their child have the salJle opportunities as any
other child for social activities. Neighbors who
interacted positively with their child and participated
"
the benefits and drawbacks of parent· run group meetings
vere encountered. Three fathers who had attended parent·
run support g[OU"S thought t.hey helped fathers fa ... t Iflss
isolated lind provided helpful infor.atlon. A father
cO.llIenred t.hat ••ny parents of older children who had
Do~..n Syndrome vere a source of advice and were just
·vaiting to share their experiences· with less
flxperlenced parants. Two other subjects were less
enthusiastic however, as they felt when they entet£d
such groups they "became involved in other people' 5
problellls·, did not. have enough in COllllllon w1th other
plltents in the group, and did not obtain enough useful
1nfor •• tlon. One subject felt the aillS of the group were
unclear and this diMinished ics effectiveness and his
desire to b•• MeMber.
Utilizlnr Plofu,fonal Servis!!
Fathers began co utlllz;e professional servlees
relaced co their faDllly's needs prier to and at the tiDle
of birch. The servises used as the child Matured were ..
function of individual needs, the availability and
knowledge of services, and the subJect'l vi ell of the
deslrebllicy of leeking professional intervent.ion and
Ilupport. Crit.ical (lvents influencing fathllrs' use of
professional services were those tilles when the need for
assiscance with their child's health and educat.lonal
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needs was greater, such as during hospitalization or
the beginning of formal schooling.
Fathers louked to local educational and
habilitation services to help llIeet thelr children's need
for education and social experience, lind for the
management of specific developmental goals. Aval.labil1ty
of school or preschool services was important to the
majorit)' of the subjects, as well as services to promote
lUeskills. Professional healthcere services to dent
with medically-oriented complications were utilized
through private office appointments. regular attend.locl!
at vario\ls clinics, durlng hospital adlllissions, and
home-based nursing care.
This subject group were generally well informed
about: available therapy and healthcare services. Some o(
the fathers were perturbed about limited therapy
resources in the areas of physiotherapy and speech
development. Speech therapy was obtained privately by
two of tho subject.s. Two fat.hers also identifiou
opport.unities for peer group meetings or information
seminars as services they would consider using if they
made available to them.
Genetic counselling services were universally us«d.
Contact with therapists, physicians, school nurses, and
teachers, was either accomplished personally or by the
mother. Local, national, and international organizations
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who advocat.e for the lIent-ally ret.arded wefe utilized to
obtain read!ng matet"lals and idea. ralatad to parent.ing_
In regard co e ..otional support and cOllnselling. the
tilles in whlcb subjects described seeking or needing
professional support: were the Illlltedlat.e pOllt-partull
period or during lat.er lIedleal crt_ell In the child. At
the eime of di.gnosl. lI&oy subjects indicated they were
appreherllive, acutely sensitive, and In sOlie cases,
confused. The fathers' asseSSlllents of how healthcare
professionals rel'90nded to the needs of their falll1y
t.his time tended to affect their expectations of
professionals and how later services were u.till.zed.
Fathers who were ,at-lsfted with the support they
received were rel«xed and saw prcfesslonals as
approachable and knowledgeable. whereas .ubjeccs who had
a.sessed health profesaionals such a. physicians and
nurses as unhelpful «t « past ti.e ..ade tense co••enes
which indicated they did not view thelll as « current
source of support.
Subjects who felt they had been well supported
indicated it improved their coping ability when they
were told their child was physically healthy, could have
a reasonably iong life span. or if other positive
aspects of the child were stressed. Two subjects
described thele cOllments as supportive:
s: He !physician) said.'you know th ••• 'kids
now &re totally integrated, and you know,
OJ
they're just normal kids' ... that lIlade a big
difference.
s: He (physician] said .. 'consider this, you
and I who so-called live in 8 normal
world ... will have pressures on us, will have
to strive to achieve certain things. where
[child] w11l live a much happier life than we
wIll .. because she won't have the concerns',
I've relllemhered Lt, it put my mind at ease.
In contrast, orner health professionals' statements
questions served to alienate some subjects. One
father was baffled upon finding out the physician had
asked his wife -if the father was Chinese" although the
physician had met him previously and knew he was
caucasian. Apparently this opening question wns intended
to Lntroduce the subject of Down Syndrome A second
fat.her recalled words he considered to be glaringly
insensitive:
s: The doctor's advice was not even to bother,
you know, following her, because she might not
live ... the doctor had indicated that. it may be
as well for the family if she didn't.
If there was an abrupt termination of support hy
healt.hcare providers after the diagnosis was given Lo
the subject, these individuals were viewed as uncllring.
At the time of t.he int.erview, one father continued to
feel considerable anger about the effect of this on tho
coping an' self-esteem of the parents:
s: What about us? Like, we're sitting there
with three hundred questions going through our
llIind ... and you know, he {physician) COllies and
springs this on us, and then leaves, and
leaves Illy wife and I by ourselves.
6'_
In otner instances, stress was increased for
fathers when an absence of information resulted in
incorrect conclusions about their child's welfare.
s: They (hospital staff and wife] were 1n the
delivery room, and I was waiting. and I was
waiting, you know ... and Yaiting ... 1 eouid tell
that she [nursel knew SOllie thing was wrong, and
she wasn't telling me. I was already sort of
building myself up. th~" someching was wrong.
I figured the baby prob:bly died.
In relation to specific support from nursing staff.
three fathers reported nurses were resources to rhem in
the hospical for practical needs such as arranging for
th .. raocher to havO'! a private room. Some subjects thought
nurses who offered them simple comforts such as pillows
or coffee were caring. None of the fathers described
seeking emotional support from nurses, although several
felt they were "there if you needed to talk". Fathers
indicated they gained emotional support through their
interactions with nurses who handled the child in caring
woys ond gave positive verbal feedback:
S: ... coming into the room, and finding a nurse
holding a baby. creating a nice environment to
be in .. [nursesl give you some nice warm
fuzzies ... "he' s looking good".
Only two subj ects reported that nurses were a
source of emotional or praccical support subsequent
che initial post-partum period. In one instance the
child was visited in the hallie by nurses who assisted the
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parents In meeting healtheare needs related to
nutritional and respiratory status. Another subject
identified a cOIllQlunity nUl:se 8S helpful beclluse she lIIadc
an effort to cOllllllunicate well with his child in the
school setting. She was then able to act as a support
his In that environment.
In two cases fathers had sought help wIth personal
coping through governmental agencies. The locnl Satinl
Services department provided a brief stint of l:csplte
care to enable one set of parents to vacation without
their children. Another father utilized profession.'!l
counselling to resolve difficulties arising in the
postpartullI period related to his role as a parent and II
father. The counselling centered on greater use of
short-term planning and marital communication.
~tic Category Ill' ProcessO!!s Related to Parent1ne
The third thematic category encompasses direct nnd
indirect processes which enhance the parenting
experience. Sub-cntegories include: Integrating the
Initial Experience, Defining Beliefs and Values,
Adjusting Expectations, Adjusting Aspects o[ the
Partnership, and Keeting Personal Oevelopmenta! Needs.
Integrating the loitial Experience
One o[ the processes that the fathers had to dent
with was that of integrating the events surrounding two
mnjor critical event!>, the child's birth and receiving
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the diagnosis of Down Syndrome. The faeher"
recollections of the lll.edi.re period of tille
surrounding the diagnosis are .starkly intense. One
r.cher su••ed up the i.pact with the co••ent: ·you never
Corgec M •
As part of thIs proce55, the subjects reviewed the
events of the inItial experience to develop a greater
understanding how the experience lind unfolded for thelll
and the effect it had on themselves and other femily
lIembers. Some subjects described suddenly realizing at •
later tillle that they had sensed sOlie thing was "wrong M
soon as they sa." their child. The lIlajority of the
fathers developed theories l!bout why h •• lthc:are
providers acted In a specific .annet or why they
thelllseives had responded In a partic:ul.r vay. ;as they
revieved the events su!:"!:"oundinS thei!:" child!:"en'. bi!:"!;h.
Thnae f"thers. for exalllple, described how they believed
.Lscolllllunic.tion or l.ck of inforl:l.tion frola physicians
and nurses h.d led thelll to conclude shortly after the
birth that their child had died. A key point which
fathers reflected upon included how and when the
diagnosis vas slven to them and how they personally
responded. The point at which fathers weu informed of
the diagnosis varied between iramedlately after birth,
hours afte!:" birth, the day follOWing birth, and five
days after birth. The ..ollent of Cinding out .bout their
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children's disability was described as a blow, shock, or
crisis by the majority of the subjects.
S: He I physle1an) just told me. He says, ~do
you know anything about Down Syndromu 1-, and
then it hit me. That's where rhe welgllt all of
a sudden hit me.
S: If you lose a leg or something, you want: to
know who to go to; it's a similar type of
thing ... all of a sudden plunked into a crisis
and you don' t know who to turn to.
For many of the subjects. it was difficult to flnd
words which they felt were adE>quate to convey the
feelings they had at that time
s: It just about destroyed me.
s: Disbelief. Shock. Terror. An experience
that neither of us had ever had.
Subjects recalled how the initial shock was llutckly
followed by feelings of aloneness, anxiety, loss of
energy. and dissappointment or grief:
S; When you first have a kid .... ith Do .... n· s you
figure that you're the only one in the .... orld.
S; 1 think it's natural; everyone goes through
the grieving process at a different
speed ... you are grieving, and you're grieving
for the child you never had.
S: 1 was high, and yet there WIIS a great
dissappointment. There's the total load of -my
God, what are we going to do now1-. The
responsibility of raising a child was enough.
Subjects varied in their estimation of the length
of time these feelings were intense; citing hours,
weeks, or up to several 1lI0nths. Several subjects also
made remarks which indicated they did not expect
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feelings of sadness or shock Co ever cOllpletely abate.
As one subj act cell.eked:
s: It cook ••• long cille. I don't know if you
ever do sat over it.
An aspect of their own reaction which wa. eO.lIonl,
mentioned by fathers as Il1porttant to thell In Integr.tlr~
the experience involved feelings of -ql,llutLonlng- why
the condition happened, and a sense of Injustice.
s: Pride come. Into the picture. Why did it
happen to ma 1 It seellled like such an unfair
thing to happen.
s: Why lIIe ? ALII "'ant Is tvo children.
In some instanc •• the duration of such feelings was
remembered .s very brief, involving just hours or two or
three days. Three fathers indicated they had quickly
cOllie to regard the .yndrolu a•• chance phenoaenon and a
natural part of life. Two fathers decided in retrospect
havins such a view had helped the .. cope successfully:
s: There's nothing you can do, and you don't
consider it's a problell, it's just one of
those thing_ in life that heppened, and that
you can't change, and 50 you carryon .. 1
don't think it took very long to get over.
s: It hurts, it gets over [sic), and then you
sit down and hopefully, start thinking about
the situation that you're in, and get over the
self-pity stuff fast, and move on.
Fathers also llIade COlIl'lents which indicated
reviewing the reactions of partners and families
highly important ele.ent in integrating the initial
"
experience because it broadened theLr understanding of
their own responses at the tillle.
s: You kno..... that was pretty difficult,
telling your family that your daughter would
not be normal.
s: Both of us knew. We never spoke about it. 1
knew 1n the back of Illy 111nd that there "'dsn't
something quite right ... in her eyes. There was
something, and 1 thought she was mentnlly
retarded. She {partner] thought right away the
same thing.
Defining Beliefs and Value"
The majority of the subjects lndic.1ted this
parenting experience had an impact on the beliefs and
values they held in relation to having a child with a
disability and to life in general. As a result, they
engaged in the process of affirming or reformulating
these value systems. The arrival or ne .... insights relnted
tn parsonal philoliophy or liplrituality on the bosis or
their experiences .... ere critical events in this process.
When asked to identify differences in their view of
life which may have developed as a result of havIng n
child .... ith special needs, the rna'tHity of the fathers
felt the experience had enlightened them in terlls of
values, spiritual beliefs, and how they viewed or
interacted with others; in particular with disabled
individuals. The subjects varied in their estimation of
how profoundly these different vie .... s affected their
lives. T.... o fathers denied any change in outlook or
belief system, stating the bellefs they held prior to
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che birth were highly COlllpatlble with the experience;
these subjects "'ere noted to have fir1ll beliefs in
universal hUlIIan rights. Ocher subjects felt the new
insights they gained h.d llIotivated thell to look at what
"'as lliportnnt in their I1vll$ and to change sOllie of their
priorities. As two subjects explained:
s: It ehana_" us for life ... you reect. • little
different. You have llIore apprecLation. You
recognize theJ:. are difficulties .11 over, a
lot of other things aren't important.
s: I've _1"'.ys been materialistic, up to
then ...• tl of II sudden BANG t ••• you tealize it
just llIeans zip .. you'd take everything you
have and trade it if you could.
SOllie of the fachers could artlculat.e specific
ractors in their lives that helped them to evaluate this
parenting experienc:e, such as spiritual beliefs or the
value.s ina tilled by their parents in the fa.ily of
origin. Fathers who had exalllined the experience from a
.spiritual perspective arrived at beliefs about ·why·
they have had this child.
S: I believe in Cod. If that's a punishment
(having a child with Down Syndrollle), I'll take
that anytillle. I think that's probably one of
the nicellt punlshllents I've ever had.
s: 1 believe in God. God gave him to you
because he know'd darn well that you'd look
after hill. That Il18kes a guy feel happy.
In desc.ibing how they defined their own values and
beliefs, four fathers identified the philosophy that
their own parents held towards other people and
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disabilities as having a strong effect on the process.
The comments of two fathers reveal the connection they
saw between their own value systems end the eXilmples
given to thel'll by ehcir lIothers:
s: My mother ... would accept anybody for what
they "'IOte ••• that WIIS the philosophy she gave
to us.
s: My mother; I had a very special
mother ... and she had a large house, and she
looked after boys from the council for
crippled children. We had a couple of Down's
lived there ... we saw the attention my mother
gave to them.
Another area which fathers had considered was how
they valued societal opinion concerning their chlldren's
participation in society, developmental ability. nnd
needs. They indicated they had made firm decisions about
the lifestyle and approach they believed would benefit
their children and placed little importance on differing
opinions they might encounter. Two fathers summarized
their positions as:
s: Parents have to get a bit selfish. If these
people don't like your kid, that',,; their
problem.
S: If you spend all your time thinking about
what society thought ... what their opinion Is,
you'd never get anything done. I just say 'to
H--- with that buIlshlt, let's go and do
whatever we want to do. '
Adjusting Expectations
Parenting a child with a dJsabtlity necessitated
.!lome adjustment: in the expectations the fathers held for
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the experience, especially if the child had additional
health probLems associated with Down Syndrome. Fathers
went through a continuous process of adjusting their
expectations both in terms of their children and their
o.... n parenting skills. Receiving the diagnosis of Down
Syndrome was a critical event which motivated fathers to
embark on a search for data with which they could adapt
their vision of their child IS he or she would be in the
future. Subjects who had personal contact with older
children who had Down Syndrollle found this was useful in
developing achievable goals fOl their younger children.
Although all the fathers had hopes and expectations
for their children most of the subjects had a "wait and
see" attitude in which short· term objectives were
emphasized. One father stated that. his philosophy of
living "day by day" was II coping skill which prevented
him from worrying excessively about the future and hGW
capable his child would be at that time. Other subj ects
indicated they worried about this as well.
The fathers varied in their expectations of whether
the child affected by Down Syndrome would eventually
l1ve apart from the family hOlie Subjects expressed
:11fflculty in dealing with this question becaustl the
child's future abilities were unknown. Two fathers
thought their affected child might continue living wleh
them in adulthood, while two other subjects definitely
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expeceed their children would be able co live apart from
them in a supported environment. Other fathers expresserl
hope this could happen, but stopped shore of stating it
was a definite expectaeion. The conerast in fathers'
expectations regarding their children's independence is
starkly evident in these comments:
s: We have high expectation that he'll be able
to be a part of society. Hopefully, he's got
independent living skills someday.
s: She'" ;:;01n& to be Illy child for life ... lt
will always be that way.
Adapting expectations also required letting go of
other ideals. One subject described the loss of "the
perfec t life· he had hoped for.
s: It still bothers lie, what do you do in ten
years? 'You like to plan for, for your child to
grow up and do this and that ... whan you get
married you hope that when you're thirty
you're going to be wealthy, and have your own
home, you're going to have kids and
everything, the white picket fence thing ... and
it sort of makes :_'ou wake up to the fact that
there's a lot of things that go wrong in the
world.
Adjusting Aspects of the PArtoershlp
The process of adjusting aspects of the par~nership
included addressing practical concerns in sharing
responsibility for the home and family, as well as
adapting to new elJlotional demands surrounding the bl.rth
and parenting a child who bad developmental delays.
Fathers participated in making the usual adjustments in
running the household which follow enlargement of the
f811111y. Changes In ehildcarl! housel.,ld rllsponsibilities
were described a. occurring tbrouzh negotiation or had
~just happened-.
CritIcal events werl! interactions between the
portners in whLch the a.otional closen.s. and
effectiveness of the partneJ:ship WlU sLanlflcantly
weakened or srtenlthened. The subjects were challenged
co lIIaintaln • successful partnership throughout II time
in which important changes were occurring in their lives
nod perhaps within themselves. The majority of the
fathers revealed that they expended considerable
personal energy and rille adapting to situational demands
and changes within thelAselvl!s after their children were
born. The degree to ..bleh subjects eonsulted wich theit
partners concerning che:ie changes varied Sfeacly.
Several subjeccs who had frequent discussions with t.heir
partners related to parenting experiences stated it had
prOllloted their closeness co their parcnef. Crying was
occasionally lIentioned; a father who had cried with his
partner felt that 1lI0lllent WIIS the point at which he first
felt the reality of his chlld's condition. Crying
together was also related to intense feelings of shared
grief for therllSelves lind on their child's behalf, and to
increased clolienells to their partner.
Two subjects who had difficulty cOllllllunlcatLng with
their partners in the initial period of tlllle after the
"
birth attributed it to the situation. A father coraments
on how the relationship survived:
S: I don't know if we coml1lunic.ated, we
probably didn't coml1lunicat .. enough vl,lrbl\lly,
but she had that deterlJination and
I .. probably that was the sale thing that kept
us going. She had such power to keep going.
You can't give up on sOlie body else.
FulfUltng Pusonal pevelopmgntal Ne!l.d~
The occurrence of Down Syndrome and its
developmental or health effects were critical
affecting how fathers fulfilled their personal
developmental needs. Social recognition and celebr<ltlon
of the birth which might normally be expected was
dal1lpened by the nc.ws of a disability in the child;
participation in early caregiving was lessened if there
were many medical interventions.
Fathers varied cO;lsiderably in their response to
rinding out the diagnosis, and this influenced their
decisions about the practice of social customs related
to celebration of birth. Two subjects who chose to
celebrato the birth of their child felt the response of
health professionals did not take into consideration
their feelings. In the words of one father:
S: They (nurses] found it a little difficult
to see the enthusiaslD we were showing, taking
pictures of the baby, getting really
excited .. I don't know what their expectation
was. I really didn't care.
In contrast, other fathers clearly did not hold any
expectations of a celebratory lIood:
s: It isn't necessarily a happy occasion. If
they congratulate you. well, for what? You
know, like, you say, oh for what? That's your
reaction.
Some subjects whose children had medical
complications were not able [(.0 be as involved in the
child's care as they might have been had the child been
physically healthy. Being asked to stay out of the
delivery room after preparing for the birth experience,
dealing with health crises, or having to obtain
infornatlon about a child's health long-distance were
secondary problems which interfered with parenting
satisfaction. If health problems continued they treated
long-term demands on parental resources, complicating
the role of the father and lessening the energy
available for other endeavors.
Long-term goals such as the establishment of a
home, expansion of the family, raising their children
mature independence, and the pursuit of personal
intereats and hobbies were affected for some of the
subjects. There was variability in how much importance
fllthere placed on their affected children's needs in
making decisions related to employment, situation of the
family, and family size. Three subjects had either moved
recently or were anticipating a move related to the
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fathers' emploYlllent; the availab111ty of suitable school
programs and community support or services was also
given consideration in planning such a move. One father
"..ho wanted to live in a rural setting hesit"~,, to
relocate the falllily because he was concerned about
resources available to meet his child's needs. In
relation to career success, subjects ....ho owned a
business planned to include their children and to offl'!t
them employment; this laay have encouraged them to
succeed in these eudeavDurs.
The birth of a child affected by Down Syndrome did
not appear to be a deterrence to having more children
for this subject group. In some cases it WIIS considered
to be a factor In support. of the decision to have on
additional child. Subjects .... ho wonted more children felt
it was desirable and beneficial for the entire family.
Two fathers who didn't wish to have another child did
not connect this to the occurrence of Down Syndrollle. All
of the fathers in this study indicated they had beEon
told by geneticists the Down Syndrome was the result of
an unknown cause rather than due to an identifiabie
chromosollle abnormality in a parent.
All of the subjects conveyed a feeling of
achievelllent in describing the rewards of parentIng their
children who had Down Syndrome. S~bjects who had
indicatr.d they were distressed about thoir children's
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developmental level or who had been very upset when the
child was diagnosed made positive comlJencs about
parenting satisfaction as readily as fathers who
described coping well with the diagnosis and feeling
general optimism about the development of their
children. Three fathers explained:
s: I think she's brought a lot of plessure to
our family; a lot of joy. It's been more of a
struggle, it's been uphill for her ... her
achievements have been, I suppose, more
dramatic and exciting for us than with the
rest, with the other kids.
s: There's much more joy; more joy, more joy
1'111 positive, than [with) a normal child.
You're so much more amazed ... as to the things
that she's able to accomplish.
s: He has given us more joy than we've
given him ..we're on the gain side.
In two famllies where older siblings were no longer
nt home, having a younger child with special needs had
an impact on meetinf. personal developmental needs in
relation to the personal freedom of the father. One
father described the change in his life:
s: It's changed a number of the things I used
to do. I used to sit at the computer for
hours, and read quietly, and we used to go out
to concerts, and all kinds of things, and now
I caTl't dn any of it now. But it doesn't
bother llIe, it's not a negative rhing.
Parenting a child for whom the eventual level of
independence was unknown had implications for the future
goals of the fathers in relation to lifestyle and the
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cOlllpletion of their role as a ceregiver of their
children. This unknown fact"r had motivated long-range
planning by sOllle of the subjects which might otherwise
not have occurred at this stage of their lives.
Nursing Role and Joc;lHvent!oDs
The subjects in this study 118101y had contact with
nurses in the hospital setting at the time of birth.
Four fathers reported subsequent hospital admissions Cor
their ehildren; one father had contact wtth Jl cOllmunlty
health nurse in his child's school, and another father
had experience with home-based nursing care [or hIs
child. Two fathers also described interactions with
nurses In hospitals in other provinces.
In relation to how they vie",ed the nurse;;' role,
the subjects provided a variety of observations about
nurses' performance. There was variability in the level
of professionaliSIlI fathers expected of nurses. Hany
seemed to regard nurses as workers who followed
instructions as their highest priority, rather thiln
professionals who were involved in making healthcnre
decisions. Others indicated that in their experiences,
the nurses had a high degree of knowledge and ilbillty.
In some cases, fathers who had the expectation that
nurses would perform in a professional and highly
competent manner had been dissappointed in their
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interactions .... ith nurses, leading them to llIodify their
expectations of the role nurses fill.
Fathers had made positive and negative assessments
of the nurses' cUnica! ability dependent on cheir
cl<:periences. Some comments indicating effective clinical
skills included:
s: The nurses in the hospital have natural
instincts ....hen a mentally handicapped child l$
born. I think the nurses are doing a good job.
s: The staff that WIiS there [out-of-province
hospital), they .... atch for you to come In ... and
when you were there chey told you exactly
everything.
5: The nurses were super, just super. The
people who are out there doing the work that
you see ten times a day, are the nurses.
Several fathers elllphasized the importance of nurses
developing a genuine, caring, and professionally
effective relationship with their children. They felt
thIs was an essential ingredient in achieving healthcare
goals for their child. One subject described his child's
reaction to a nurse he did not know in a physician's
office 1I$ uncoopcrotivll; t'. same child was highly
cooperative with the school nurse where a warm and
trusting relationship had developed. A father explained
why one nurse was effective:
S: I t was the we.y she handled thir.gs, handled
the child, handled getting the baby; the baby
was a baby. she loved her work.
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The following nursing interventions were described
effective 1n promoting coping in families by the
subjects. They f "e divided into those that are
appropriate for use with parents and those for the
children who had Down Syndrome.
Nursing Interventions· Parents
1. offered co contact peer parents for ne. parents and
organized this if the parents .... anted this support
2. referred parents to appropl:iate physici.1ns or
therapeutic services
3. offered or obtained appropriate written inforllation
about Down Syndrome
4. provided physical comforts to parents in clinical
settings
5. monitored the mother's needs and provided paraoonl
care and support to the mother following birth
6. increased 8110t10081 comfort of father by making him
"feel at home"
7. adlllinistered medications and treatments correctly
8. assisted with breastfeeding problems
9. called and assisted physicians in medical
emergencies
10. welcomed parents who were new to the hospital and
anticipated their needs
11. delivered nursing care to child in the home in
conjunction with parents
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12. included father In child's care
11, gave fathers verbal inforaation about child's
progress
Nursing Intuycnc10Ds • Children
1. assl!.ssed .sLgns of Down Syndrolle in the delivery
and alerted the phyalclan to them
2. assessed ongoing health status of child
). developed an effective care plan for the child
4. administered treatments such liS ntedlcatlons and
oxygen in hospital and home
5. assisted child In establishing breastfeeding
6. established a trusting relationship with the child
1. administered in-school health-screening to the child
8. cOlllllunicared with and assisted physiciana in medical
10. prOVided post-svegle4ll care
Fathers also £I. de negative asseSSlients of the
perforlllanca of nutse •. Only one father idantified a
nurse in the postpartull l"etting as a good source of
information about Down Syndrome. Subje.cts felt nurses
needed to gain experience and knowledge so they could
l'lffectively answer questions parents had. DeveloplDental
patterns in children who have Down Syndrol'lllil and
prActical ways t() deal with ~plications such as
breastfeeding problella were ,Heas fathers thought
nurses should be fa .. 1 iar with. A. father who had asked
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nursing starf to obtain lIore Infor... tlon about Down
Syndrollle s81d: ·We Iparents] got. thell to act 1I0re
professional". Fathers .150 thought nurses acted cold or
-hardened", lacked tille and had too ..any plltlents.
placed priority on the ir own schedule E:ather than
parental needs, lIislianaged tillie, ral1,d to disclose
information parents neaded, gave inconsistent advlce,
avoided parents or neglected requests, wore ,ulinly
concerned with "glltting the job dono". and cOIJmunlcatcd
an attitude of hopl';lessne.~s to the parents In relation
to Down Syndrome.
Interyentlpn, RH9mmend",d by SubJect!
The subjects offered 5uggestl.,ns for progralls lind
services they bli!lleved would benefit the [ ••11y who has
• child with Down Syndroll.e. These were not specifically
related to nursing but rather to .eetins the needs of
fathers for inforllation and peer support.
Two fathers suggested a prograll be developed
pt:ovide i ••ediatl and ongoing access to an ·expert~ who
could r .. lay health-t:al.ted and develop.entBl Information
to parents. It was proposed by the fBther that this
could possibly be a nt't:se with appropriate knowledge nnd
experience. It was considered desirable that such II
service would autorlltically be offered to parents when a
child is diagnoaed with Down Syndrolle.
S; I think providing a st~rvice. not only the
healthcare a.pect ... but j'lst to sit down and
ft',
say: "It may not happen [health complication I
but it could be a possibility ... these are SOlI,..
of the things that you should be looklng for"
• an educator.
Recommendations: were made regarding the type of
written fnfermation available in post-partum settings.
Fothers suggested that simply stated and positively-
oriented information, including pictures of active and
happy children who have Down Syndrome, should be offered
to fathers at the time of diagnosis. One subject felt
the information he was given was not detailed enough
answer his questions. It was also important to .. he
subjects thar tht.: infarflstion would reflect a modern
viewpoint concerning developmental delay and promote a
philosophy of normalizing the lives of children who have
Down Syndrome.
Several fathers emphasized contact with other
parents as 8;' important !>ource of information which
should be made available to parents whenever needed. Two
subjects thought nurses should routinely offer parents a
referral to paren" peers. One father suggested that
nurses or a nurse specialist could playa role in
organizing seminars for fathers which would fulfill
support as well as inforll.ational needs.
"
Chapter 5
DISCUSSION
Discussion of the findings is presented this
chap tor and is organized around the alms of the
research: father's involvement with their child with
Down Syndrome; critical eveuts which have altered the
fathers' experiences; and nursing role and
interventions. The lIIain findings of the study hove been
chosen to highlight important information from the datn.
These will be discussed in relationship to the
literature.
Father'ri Involvement with Their Children
.... 1 th Down Syndrome
Paternal Roles
The fathers all \"xperienccd stress in their
enactments of the paternal roles ....hich were identified.
Firstly, fathers were all ccgnizant of their children's
needs and of the need to balance their attention in
caring for all of their children. For the most part the
fathers were satisfiec. with their efforts to fill the
nurturer/caregiver role. Regardless of how they
evaluatefl their own performance in this role, however,
balancing time with their children when they had a child
with special needs was recognized by the fathers
potential problem area in the caregiving role.
needs at the time of diagnosis are similar to those
arrived at by Pueschel and Murphy (1976,.
References by subjects to communication problems
and coulllunlcatlon bloeks underscores the vulnerability
of the father when his child requires healthcarc
treatment. Recause he needs specific professional
expertise with which to understand and address his
child's needs, he often must depend on communication
with professlonals. At the same time, he may be
experiencing great sensitivity to the conduct and
attitude of the professionals (Mori, 1983) and
consi.derable inner turmoil (Drotar ee al., 1975; Keele,
1987). Many of the fathers in this study had negative
perceptions about the motives and attitudes of
healthcar<, providers. Hayes and Kno·· (1984) found
parents had very different perceptions thuo
professionals during hospitalization ot th .. ir children,
and needed to learn how to negotiate with health
professionals. The degree of unhappiness this group of
fathers oxpressed in rolation to COJJIl'llunication ",ith
health professionals would support the presence of
differing perceptions about parental needs.
In respect to incidents where fathers were not
included in communication about their child, several
factors may have contributed. Adequate tiJllc and
personnel is a real and critical obstacl('! to promoting
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Secondly, stress was increased ....hen fathers .... ere
required to expend energy supporting others when the
father was also IIll1otionally drained. The role of
supporter .... as emphasized by this subject group. Subjects
also minimized the importance of theIr own fears and
concerns, although the data suggested these elliot ions
were prevalent. The way in which the subjects fulfilled
the supporter role was very likely In part related to
the fathers' general beliefs concerning the male's role
in a partnership, issues of strength versus
vulnerabIlIty, and their expectations of their partners.
Fathers were reticlent to display their own feelings,
whll:h may have lessened the support which was offered to
theill.
Thirdly, stress was high when miscommunication with
health providers occurred. Frustration, disappointment,
and a perception of lack of caring were described by
subjects who felt health professionals had failed to
meet their information needs in the communicator role.
The data arising frolll this subject group suggests
falling to meet fathers' need for comlllunication has the
potential to increase isolation and lower self-esteell,
with ramifications for the coptng of father.ll and tn
turn, for the rest of the famtly. Findings in thts study
In regards to how fathers described their communicr.tion
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opportunities for dialogue between fathers and nurses in
many clinical settings. The sc:hedullng of teaching or
treatlllent planning sessIons In which parents wish to
take part is not always geared to the availlibillty of
both parents but rather the availability of the
appropriate 1,,.,a.lthca.re personnel, although
recolllmendations are frequently found in the litlHaturc
supporting the inclusion of families in evaluation {lnd
planning (Wache, 1986). The possibility that
stereotypical beliefs about their role lIlay make fathers
appear retlcient to participate in SOIllC aspects DC
parenting should also be considered. Stereotypical
assumptions about fathers' roles may also lower the
2xpectationa nurses have of fathars' participation in
SOllle parenting tasks.
Lastly, fathers experienced stress in fulfilling
the advocacy role, especially when the subject sought to
make changes within a system. Fathers needed to mllintilin
a high degree of motivation and confidence 1n the f,lce
of what appeared to be bureaucratic obstacles.
In conclusion, fathers described stress related to
balancing their nurturing and caregiving attention i1l1on&
their children, 1J18ximizing the support they gave and
minimizing their own support needs, COJDlllunicating
effectively with healthcare providers, and in obtaining
the services they wished their children to have. The
"
tendency of fathers to avoid dispillying their own
feelings or to regard thalli as less significant than
those of others has significant implications for
fathers' coping and well-being. Fathers whose
communication netods were not mot were also at risk for
less effective coping.
Paternal Tuks and Skills
The subjects used a circular problem-solving
approach involving as>Jessment, planning, the usa of
spocif.tt interventions, and evaluation or further
asseSSlIIent: to modify plans in their parenting efforts.
In relation to carrying out the tasks and skills which
",ere identified, fathers frequently used assessment In
the llIany examples they gave. Fathers i1ssessed: theIr
children's progress in many areas of life on a regular
basis, how well their children vere relat.ing t.oget.her
and the impact of this on their development, the quality
of social and professional support which was available
to thelll, their own need for support, and the quality of
their parenting ability. Subjects then prollloted their
children'r, developmellt, involved siblings in this
prolllotion, and utilized social and profes:oional support
on the basis of their assesstllents and the resources
available to them.
They promoted specific areas of dtlveloplllent in
their -::hildren using specific interventions such as
'0
reading to the child cr doing exerelsils ~lth him or her.
Tha most effective teaching style for parents to use in
promoting development is 8 point of controversy In the
literature (Guralnick, 1988) A recent trend in the
lit.erature is the promotion of an informal
-relationship-roeused- teaching style by parents
(Affleck at 81., 1982) and this approach .... as more
commonly used by the subjects 11'1 this study. Most of tho
subjects indicated they found it difficult to attend
therapy sessions or pi:c"ehools, and therefore relied 011
their partners to give. them information about how they
could help promote development.
Although the p~-ent:lng style of the subjects In
this ..,rudy tended to be nurturant, democratic, and
affectionate, a fel' areas of conflict within fathers
arose as a result of fathers' proble .. -solving efforts.
Fathers expressed some problems resolving how and when
they should discipline the developmentally delayed
child, whether their other children should be involved
in long-term arrangements to support their sibling, nnd
how to respond to others who seemed to be underlllining
theit parenting efforts and self-esteem. Subjects
expressed some conflict in relation to what they
believed they should be doing as a parent to promote the
child's development and how they evaluated their actual
performance in this area.
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The effort of some subjects 1n this study to
provide for their child 1n the futuro, reflects a need
for long-rena support and planning ~Ihich is frequently
referred to 1n the literature (Marl, 1963; Pueschel &
Hurphy, 1976). Fathers who were dealing with the
question of whetht,lr to involve siblings 1n long- term
arrangements for their affected child experiencod SOlie
conflict which appeared to COlne from a desire Co parent
1\11 their children equally well and fairly.
Assessments by two subjects that grandparents were
n.)t supportive of their children seemed to indicate a
potential for relationship problems among family
members. The majority of the subjects in this study felt
the support of grandparents was highly beneficial and
that they provided an extremely important relationship
to their child who had Do...n Syndrome. Lack of
availability of grandparents' support may have
implications for self-esteem of fathers, child
development, and the need for other supports for the
f..1111lly.
Deta which emerged in this study regarding the type
nf comments fathers found to be supportive, document the
presence of a need for positive feedback with resulting
prOmotion of self-esteem in the subjects. The literature
has referred to these needs in the parel1ts of disabled
children (Damrosch & Per.:y, 1989; Mori, 1983). The
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benefits of an empathic, positively-oriented approach
parents in promoting coping aJ:~ also frequently cited In
the literature (Keele, 1987; Pueschel & Murphy. 1976),
Fathers 1n this study expressed satisfaction with thts
type of professional approach.
In relatLon to support froID. the workplace, the
findings suggest chat continuation of a work routine can
be either a support for coping or a hindering stressor
for fathers. At times subjects felt burdened by work
demands when family needs were high; other subjects
clearly felt they benefited from -time away", espcc1311y
during the initial time period following diagnosis.
Opportunities for temporary escape were also identified
as desirable and supportive by fathers of children who
had Down Syndrome in a study cOlllpleted by DlIlarosch lind
Perry (1989).
To summarize, a potential for personal conflict was
revealed in relation to specific parenting areas, how
the fathers viewed their own ability as a parent, and
how this view was supported or challenged by others.
When fathers received positive feedback and empathic
support it appeared to promote coping; failure to meet
fathers' needs for support had negative implications for
the cuping ability and self-esteem of fathers. Results
obtained in this study suggest i) promotion of self-
esteem through positive feedback 1i) freedom to attend
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to family needs ii1) the provision of opportunities to
.... ithdraw froll falllily concerns and Iv) grandparent
support sylltams are factors which support eoping in sOllie
fathers.
Grit!c,) EV"Dts Whish Have Altered FAtheU' Expedencps
ProGuaa Enlated to Parenting
The identified processes related to parenting WBre
intllutely connected to the emotional life and well-
being ,.,f the fathers. Fathers who seemed to have
progressed in resolving questions and issues related to
their emotional experiences, their personal values and
goals, and their relationship with their partners
coml1unicated greater contentllent: than did fathers who
had llIlIny unresolved issues.
The birth of an affected infant was certainly a
major critical event that had an impact un the majority
of subjects' processes related to parenting. It was
quite marked how vividly and with varying degrees of
emotion these fathers could recall the early postpartum
period when they first learned of their infant's
condition. Most of the fathers did experience an initial
crisis when they became aware of the child's diagnosis.
This initial crisis is in keeping with that described in
the literature on parental responses to the birth of an
infant with a disability (Bocian & Kaback, 1978; Drotar
et al., 1975; Horl, 1983). For some fathers a crisis
'4
also occurred at a later stage, for example when signs
of developmental delay became evident to the father or
when the child appro_ached the sge of school entry. This
finding is consist(lnr with the concept of ¥ccondnry
crises, that is the reali;:;ation of the dl'.y-to-day
effects of the disability (Moti, 1983).
However, there was considerable variation in the
fathers' initial reaction to the birth of their illfnnts.
These reactions ranged froll quiet acceptance to intense
grief and anger. Fathers' perceptions of this crltlcnl
event seemed to be influenced by how they were perfllLttcd
to interact with their infants after bh:th such AS
having close physical contact with the r.ewly delivered
infant, their previous life cxp",rie'nce.s regarding
di.sabilitie.s, and their partners' responsell to the
infant. The actions of health c.are providers at this
critical period, particularly during the disclosure of
tILt! dil!.gnollill, ""tH" <llso important In how fathers later
evaluated the event.
Findings concerning the initial fee lints of
subjacts in this study group are similar to descriptions
which appear throughout the literature (Mori, 1983;
Keele, 1987); parents are thought to experience shock,
grief, depression, and various degrees of acceptance.
There was no indication of a predictable pattern in the
duration or intensity of emotions which were experienced
os
by this group of fathers. It: ls possible the previous
experience and maturity level of a father, as well as
other aspect: of pel"sonality. affect the duration and
intensity of ellotlons. TWQ subjects stated the period of
lnitil.ll depre!'lsion end shock w~u extremely short, after
which time they felt prepared to celebrate the birth.
These finding'S seem contradictive to the literature 1n
which strong grief reactions have been portt:ayed as a
vIrtually universal experience for pRtents (Chot, 1978:
Olshansky, 1962).
Searching for an explanation was a common response
and at least three subjects continued to struggle with
~why" at the time of interview. A similar period of
struggle is described within the literature as a period
of denial and anger (Drotar et a1., 1975; Keele, 1987;
Mod, 1983).
The phase follOWing the initial shock, denial, and
anger in which plans can be made is typically called che
stage of adaptation (Keele, 1987) or acceptance (Mori,
1983). In this group of subjects, the raajority had
reached a stage where they were working towards goals
with their child and had adapted their lives to whatever
probleras the condition created. The age of the child or
the presence of additional health complications did not
seem related to the father's ability to adapt to the
disability. Continued despair and anger about the
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diagnosis did seelll to accompany poor adaptation, which
would tend to support the hypothesis there is B set of
stages through which parents may pass (Horl, 1983). Two
subjects made comments which reflected more or less
continuous distress and depressl\>11 about the child' 5
condition up to six years f0110'<l10& birth. Unresolved
anger about the actions of hcalthcare professionals lit
the time of diagnosis were also expressed by subjects
who experienced long-term distress.
Several subjects made comments wh1c:h lndlc .. ted thcy
had gained spiritual insights or developed new values
which they felt were personally beneficial in
relationship to this parenting experience. The
proposition that a painful challenge can Inspire
personal change is not new in the literature (Mol:"l,
1983; Roos, 1978).
Reactions of the subject's partnel:" to the child
were of great importance to the fathel:"s and tended to
affect: how the subjects e~pressed their own feelings.
However, the responses of other important individu.,ls
such as grandparents and close friends, were also
critical events for the subjects. In some instances it
was the anticipation of the possible reactions of family
that proved to be most strossful. Siblings' responses to
their brother or sister with a disability was importnnt
to sOllie of the subJects. For these fathers the presence
.,
of a CQoperative and mutually enjoyable relationship
between siblings was a positive and critical event.
Friends atllo could provide comfort or increase the
father's distress by their reactions; friends who
included the affected child 1n normal social events
helped the father 1n terms of social support.
Four subjects placed great importance on the
examples they were given as children by their own
parents concerning disabilities and human >:lghts.
Fathers' childhood experiences 1.n their faldly of origin
regarding the acceptance of disabilities lIay be a factor
of particular significance 1n understanding paternal
(csponsas Fathers who viewed such positive examples by
their o....n parents liS very illlportant tended to focus
almost exclusively on the attributes rather than
1 imitations of their children.
The findings seet. to indicate prompt disclosure of
the diagnosis is highly desirable. SOllle subjects
indicated they diagnosed the child's condition prior
the physician telling them about it. This suggests
hcalthcare professionals would be wise not to
underestimate the ability of parents to come to both
correct and incorrect assulllptions when they assess that
Msomething is .... rong M. Fathers ....ho reached such a
conclusion indicated they felt unable to initiate
communication about it or ask questions due to their
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anxiety and fear about their children. The findings of
this study suggest anticipating paternal needs for
lnforlllation and recognizing non-verbal signs of nnxiety
lIlay be highly important nursing actions to reduce
miscommunication and stress.
The scope of this thesis cannot address the
experience of the mothers, but 1IIany reference!! mnde by
the subject!: suggest "hey did not u:periancc the slime
reactions fit the same pace as their partners. Theso
suggested differences have implications for
communication within the relationship and for coping
ability. OSI'llrosch and Perry (1989) also found
considerable difference in adjustment patterns he tween
17 pairs of husbands and wives of childr'ln with Down
Syndrome. The existence of a greater potential for
relationship breakdown between parents of children who
have disabilities is mentioned 1n the literature (lIoclnn
and Kaback, 1978; Oamrosch & Perry. 1989).
Host of the subjects described feeling generAlly
satisfied with their family life. This is at odds witl~
the literature which presents a largely negative picture
of falJily enjoyment. CI.::Dmings (1976), on the basis of
results frOll a questionnaire comparing atti tudes of
groups of fathers, suggested fathers whose children had
cor.nitive delays experienced more depression and fewer
sat·.isfactions within the family. There are researchers
"
who have questioned the applicability of such findings
to all parents who have children wi th different forms of
disability. Holroyd and HcArthur (1976) found stress
levels In families who had children with Down Syndrome
were less than those in families with autistic or
psychiatrically ill children. Goldberg and co-
researchers (1986) compared three groups of parents who
had children with Down Syndrome, neurological problems
or diagnoses of unknown etiology causing developmental
delay. They found higher scores in positive child-parent
experiences In the group In ",hieh there WBre children
with Down Syndrome, than chose in groups in whIch the
etiology was neurological or unknown. Findings from
these studies suggest parents of children who have Down
Syndrome may have different needs and experiences from
other parents of disabled children.
In sUllIllIary, the subjects engaged in a series of
processes ....hich helped thelll resolve questions and
emotions, learn from their experiences, adjust. t.heir
expectations, and reorganize their lives. The fathers in
this study described emotions similar to those .... hich are
outline<'. in the literat.ure, with many variations in the
intensity and time spent within a certain phase. It is
not clear any of the fathers passed through a definite
set of stages. P >aitive examples towards disabilities
which fathers were given by parents in their families of
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origin may have an affect on their response as the
father of II child who has a disability.
Overall, the par6nting roles, skills, and processes
which emerged frC'ID the experiences of the subjects in
this study are also typical of fathers whose children
are not affected by Down Syndrollle. The resources used by
the subjec;:s in parenting were generally less related to
IDeetIng "different ft needs than ft more " of tho same needs
that all children have: the need for advocacy,
instruction, pertinent healthcare, and recognition of
individual worth froll others both In and outside of the
nuclear family. Parenting the child who has Down
Syndrome appeared to demand greater time, energy,
patience, personal sacrifice, skills, and econolllic
provision than Plight be required to parent a child who
does not have thJs disability.
Nursing Role and Interventions
The majority of the subjects seellled to relate
nursing to a traditional role in which nurses were
chiefly carrying out instructions frolll physicians and
pE!rformlng bedside care. It is difficult to know if this
view of nursing was the result of their experiences or
if their expectations of the nursing role had somehow
altered the type of nursing interventions which the
father experienced. In lJIany <:ases subjects had little
personal contact with nurses. which was perhaps the
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greatest factor contributing to a vague or limited view
of the nursing role. The lIajority of the subjeces had
virtually no contact ",leh nurSllS tfter the postpartum
period.
COlllll1Cnts rude by some subjects in this study
indicated they would have welcomed greater follow-up in
the cOlllmunlcy to gain inforlllation. The findings of
Cunningham ae I'll. (1984), in which two groups of parents
of children with Down Syndrome were surveyed, suggeses a
lIlodt:l for diagnosis and follow-up care in which a nurse
wIth speciaLized craining is a key player was
overwhelmingly supported by parents. This is an area
which could be explored further In providing nursing
to families.
Suggestions made by Wacht (1986) and Keele (1987)
support the usc of approllches which arc both
lnforllational and emotionally supportive. for families of
developmentally delayed children. The approaches they
describe would seem to offer the type of informational
supports fathers in this study desired. Yacht (1986)
recommends nurses offer developmental and health
information, counsel if it is called for, and include
families in care planning, intervention, and evaluation
steps. Keele ;'987) promoted emphasis on the positives
1n the sH:uation, and stated physicians should give
parents of children who have Down Syndrome detailed
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!nforlllation as well as a wrItten summary of what they
hay':! been told. Professional follo'4'up with parents to
reinforce information, allow for ventilation of
feelings, discuss possibilities for the future, and
pro/l.ote involvement ill comml.lnlty and school services
were also suggested (Keele, 1987).
Fathers were upset with lack of action on the part
of nurses in offering them peer parent supports. They
did view this as a nursing responsibility. The findings
')f this study suggest offering to refer new parents
parent peers may be a valuable nursing intervention.
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Chapter 6
LIMITATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter presents a sUlIIlIIary of the lilllitations
of the study as well as recolll1llendations for nursing
practice and nursing research.
J jrpltations 9' the Study
Since this was a qualitative, exploratory study
using purposive salllpling the findings of this study ate
not generalizable to a larger population. However, it is
not known if the findings have theoretical
general12:abLlity, that is "the extent to which the
findings of the research may be applied to other
situations or settings" (Field & Horse, 1985, p. 137).
The experiences of thLs group 1II8y be unique to them.
Further research with other fathers who have disabled
children froll other causes and of n,(.lcheJ:s· experiences
would be 11. starting point in examining the issue of
theoretical generalizability.
A further limitation exists in the fact that the
subjects were asked to COIDlllent on past events. The
passage of time may have an effect on what is remembered
in terJlts of actual events as well as personal responses.
It was also noted that although the researcher
attempted to separate the roles of researcher and nurse
in pursuing this research, occasionally subjects seemed
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to be focusing their comments on areas which they
thought were of most interest to II nurse. This may hiwe
limited the in""lrmation SOlie of the .... thers gave in
responses to 'l..aestions because lIlany of them appeared
view the role of nurses in II rather task-oriented,
traditional light. The researcher posed alternate
questions to promote more expansive answers when she
perceived this might be happening.
Recommendations for Nuulnr Practice
IJhile acknowledging the variability which exists 1n
fathers' responses, nurses Clln offer individualized,
comprehensive, and effective care to fathers and othor
family members through the practice of sensitive
assessment skills and particLpatory planning wLth both
parents.
Nurses must go beyond traditional approaches to
nursing practice to truly include fathers in fallllly-
centred care. The data which emerged in this study
suggests nur-ses can assist fathers and families through
clear cOlllmunication, the provision of appropriate
information, the cOllllllunication of humanistic regard for
the entire family, the estab1iahment of opportunities
for fathers to participate in all aspects of their
child's care, and the availability of supports to
enhance coping skills. Meet.ing such obJect.ives hss
implications for individual nurses as well as
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organizations, as personal and administrative
willingness to spend time creating. locating, and using
resources on behalf of families will be necessary.
Effective teaching materials for nurses as well as
parents should be based on curr.!nt information and
address different l(l'vels of learning needs. If lack of
knowledge concerning Down Syndrom.. exists slmong staff,
nurse educators can arrange for inservicing and provide
written material to prepare nursing staff to anticipate
and deal with questions fallll11es may have.
Lack of personal experience with Down Syndrome and
other developmentally delaying conditions can be
partially addressed by inviting experienced parents to
share their knowledge and experience. Nurses cen also
increase their effectiveness as caregivers by offering
clients the opportunity for peer support from
experienced parents.
As individuals. nurses can model and proTQote
acceptance and regard for person with disabilities. The
parents who participated in this study were very
sensitive to professional attitudes and slDall signs of
rejection and acceptance towards their children. It is
of paramount importance that nurses confront their inner
beliefs and values concerninp; tlle cere and rights of
children who face speciel challenges. Communicating pity
and sedness when these are not the appropriate responses
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required at the tillie, whether unintentional or well-
meant, may ':lot prolllote a therapeutic relationship with
families.
Nurses can be influential In the promotion of
program development which will maximize independence and
quality of life for developmentally delayed individuals
as they mature in our society. Such progrsllIming JlIay rnke
a giant step towards reducing stress and promoting
coping within families who are looking at an uncertnin
future.
The findings of this study suggest the most
important attribute 8. nurse may h?ld in the eyes of
parents. The cering professional who can genuinely
communIcate a humanistIc ,;hilosophy which inspires II
positive approach towards the hUlllan imperfections we nIL
possess, has a strong foundation for nursing practice
with the families of chllcicen who have Down Syndrome,
A father said; "Every child is different no lI.atter
if they have Down's or if they don't have Down's; there
are different variations ... so you really know there is
hope out there if you just want to work with it. n
Regomm'lnd.gion§ for Nursing Research
Because of some of the differences noted between
the findings in this study and th.'l literature on
parenting a child with a disability, further qualitative
research is recomtJended, A grounded theory approach
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lIight be helpful in developing a theory of parents'
experiences with a child who has a disability and
identifying core categories important to that parenting
procllss. Parents who have children with different
disabllities could be included 1n the research to
establish theoretical generalizability. Since this study
and others have suggested chat men and women's
experienc&s may differ, research with bach parents Is
important.
Studies designed t.o identify the desirability of
certain types of intervention might help in planning
nursing care. For example, a survey which asks fathers
to provide quantitative "priority" ratings to types of
information they wanted most immediately after birth,
could help provide a forlllat for the develcpment of
resource materials for parents.
Comparative effeetiveness of coping measures and
the determination of whieh eharaeteristies in fathers
related to more effeetive eoping are also areas
worthy of further study. For example, researeh could be
designed to explore the possibility of eorrelations
between the family of origin values and the father's
response when a ehild with Down Syndrome is born.
The role of siblings and the eharaeteristies of
siblings is an area 1n whieh further study could be
accomplished. Factors involving siblings eould be
lOB
examined as elements of overall fall.11y dynamics, or
independently In relation to sibling needs.
~upportlve interventions which were suggested as
helpful 1n this study'S findings, such as parent-to-
parent contacts. could be further explored to establ Lsh
the actual benefits they provide and the degree of
satisfaction parent.s receive.
Research which 1s designed to measure the
effectiveness of specific nursing actions (ie: the
incorporation of teaching plans or parent support
resources) In terms of measurable satisfaction and/or
outcomes could also be highly useful in providing
support for the decisions which are lIlade in planning
nursing care, Studies designed to identify potential
eorrelations between client satisfaction and well-beinf,
or aspects of family interaction or child development,
and variables such as nursing staff preparation and
experience, or nurses' professional and personal
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philosophy regarding the care of falllilies who
with a congenital disability, could determine if
significant relationships exist.
coplnf,
The findings of this study point the need for
nursing knowledge and skill in a variety of dimensions
in providing care to farll1lies 'who have a child affected
by Down Syndrollle, One such skill is the ability to
cr:ellte. recognize, and use opportunities to work as
partners with parents 1n planning and delivering nursing
For lDany individuals, OOlo/n Syndrollle relasins a
mystery until they Ill'''' personally touched by it. Nurses
can help £IIIIIL11e5 by developing a knowledge base and
acting liS II resource to help answer the questions of
parents. They may be able to reduce stress and promote
coping for fathers through the use of effective
COIllIlIl111<::lIt100 techniques, a positive and empathic
approach, and the promotion of services which are
liS most useful by fathers. They can alSlo Join fathers in
advocating for families who have Down Syndrome by
promoting increased knowledge of the condition within
the community at large.
The findings of this study will add to the
knowledge nurses have acquired tn their practtce with
parents and children. Learning more about the
experiences of fathers will result in further research
Lnto paternal concerns and the development of nursing
interventions to prolllote the well-being of fathers and
their children.
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Appendix A
Interyiew Cui de
Demographic data' father's age, number of children in
family, age and selC of child who has Dow" Syndrollle,
paternal oecupation and educatiODal preparation.
Presence of additional health problems in child with
Down Syndrome (ie: cardiac defect) wIll also be noted.
B Open-ended questions'
1. During a typical d&y at hOllie, approXImately how many
hours of your own time Is spent in direct care of your
child? Pleelie describe the caring tasks you playa role
in during a typical day. Halo' were the tasks you take
part in in caring for your child chosen?
2. Are there other things you do whIch are not direct
care tasks (Ie: wage- earning) which you consider part
of your Job in che famIly as a father? Please describe
these additional tasks.
J. How would you describe your relationship with your
child? 1)0 you see your relationship with this child as
different from the one you have with your other
child/children (if appropriate)? If so, how is it
different?
4. How often do you gQ out alone with your child during
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an average eek ? \l'hat kinds of things do you do when
you go out ith your child 1
5. Do you think people you llIeet when you are out, or
acquaintances, react to your child as specLal or
differsnt from other children? If so, how do you feel
about this ?
6. Do you remelllber when you first learned your child had
Down Syndrome? Can you describe the situation (who was
there, if wife was told first, later, at same time, if
child had been held by you).
7. Can you put into words your feelings during those
first few days? Ca"'! you recall discussing your feelings
with health professionals, and if so, with whom? (ie:
doctor, nurse, social worker).
8. \late you given extra information about Down Syndrome
during the first few days to help explain your child's
condition? Who gave you extra information (ie: doctors,
nurses, social workers, other parents, etc. ).
9. Can you recall any experiences with health
professionals in the hospital, or since that time, that
have been especially helpful to you as the parent of
____________ ? That have made it harder for you? Can
you describe these experiences in a few words.
10. What do you think you needed or wanted most as a
parent during the first few days after learning your
child had Down Syndrome? Is there any advice you could
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give to doctors and nurses about the help they should
give parents?
11. Do you think being the father of (give child's
name), has changed you as a person· for example, has
your experience with your child changed your goals 1n
11fo, your friendships, spiritual beliefs 1. Can you
describe any changes in a few words?
12. Do you think this experience has had any effect on
your personal health?
13. (if subject has had no children after this one at
time of interview) lJould you consider having another
child?
14. Now that your child is (give age), what are your
major concerns ahout your child's development? How do
you see the future for your child?
15. Is there any information you would like to have at
this time in regards to your child's development or
health?
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Appendix B
Dear parent:
I a~ a nurse who has a special interest In children
and families who have experienced a congenital
disability such as Down Syndrome. I am currently
completing a Hast'!r's degree in Nursing from Memorial
University of Newfoundland.
The research I have decided to undertake for Illy
thesis Is concerned with the experience of parenting 8
young child who has Down Syndrome, from the father's
point of view. As 50 little attention has been paid to
the viewpoint of fathers in the research which has been
done to date, I plan to privately interview fathers who
are willing to talk to me about some of their
experiences in caring for their child and In dealing
with health professionals. The overall aim of the study
is to provide information ....hich will help nurses to
provide better and more appropriate assistance to
falllilies who have a child with the diagnosis of Down
Syndrome. A second aim is to increase the general
understanding nurses have of fathers' e:oc:periences, so
that they can better act as advocates to increase the
support of society to families who have developmentally
de layed ch ildren.
An interview should take less than an hour to
complete, and wIll be arranged at a tillle and place
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convenient to the person beLng interviewed. All of the
information which is obtained will be held in confidence
and will l.1.2!. be repotted in such 8. way to reveal the
identities of those interviewed, their children, or the
n8111eS of specific health professionals.
If you are a father (or know Of A fAther) who:
1) has e child diagnosed with Down Syndrome in the age
range of one to twelve years
2) is generally healthy
3) lives in a city in Saskatchewan with the mother and
child
4) would like to share your valuable experiences in a
way tbat may help others,
then 1 am eager to include your views in my research
study.
Please contact me collect if necessary at the
following telephone number in Saskatoon (1f you live in
a city other than Saskatoon, I would still like to hear
from you). If you cannot reach me directly please leave
a message with your name snd telephone number so that 1
can be sure to contac t you.
I wish to thank you in advance for your cooperation
in lJaking this study possible. and hope to hear from
you soon.
Janice K. Brown
l2'
Appendix C
CONSENT FOR STYDY PARTICIPATION
I, _
give permission to Janice Brown to utilize information
given to her by lAyself in confidential Interview(s) for
the purposes of research. I agree to the use of a tape
recorder In order to assist the researcher in obtaining
an accurate record of the interview. 1 have been
informed of the aims of this research. 1 understand the
results of the study will be available to me following
its completion, that I m&y withdraw from the study at
any time, and that any tapes made will be disposed of or
erased following completion of the study.
Signa eu te : _
1)8 te . _
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